. - t "' ¦ by Kim Grace
Next year, a Colby education will cost $7880.
Last week a letter was sent' to students and
- parents explaining the $1120 increase. In the
past , increases had been.limited to once every
three years
an , but such letters have recently
•^(become annual event .
In his lett er," President Cotter explained
briefly the reasons for the increases in tuition
(from-$4725 to $5390), room charges (from
$725 to_ $990), board (from $1060 to $1210) and
the general fee (from $250 to $290). The bulk of
the increases arise, he said , because of
- general economy-wide inflation. "
Fuel costs are particularly to blame, having
risen rapidly in the past few years. This single

' As for future cost rises, Cotter offers little
encouragement. "I wish someone would do
something about OPEC," he^said. "I wish I
could say it was thelast increase.":
Cotter , claims, thiat the ability of students
,arid parents to pay for these increases is
lessening somewhat. Family earnings are not
able to rise faster than the cost of living for
the first time beginning iri Juiie of 1979. In
addition, the federal , government subsidization of college financial aid costs has not
increased sufficiently to coyer .rising.fuel
costs; To meet these needs, me school's aid
costs will increase¦ by over; 30 percent next
yea ^ ; . . ¦•>
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"The Board of . Trustees' always t hinks of
'aid kid s' when they make decisions," said
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factor accounts for both:the tinder-budgeting
of-this year's room charge, -which must be
made .up, and ah increase in both room and
tuition "charges for next year. The budget for
next year includes no significant increases for
additional programs or faculty.
The budget for Colby is. formulated by a
committee chaired by Vice President Pullen.
The increase in charges must be passed by the
Board of Trustees before it can be passed on
to the students. This year, the proposed increase was expected by the members of the
board and its student representatives.;The
proposal was passed with little discussion.
When asked if he sanctioned next year 's
increase in charges, Cotter/replied, "Indeed , I
recommended it." He waslquick to point oiit
tliat Colby is istill runhihg at a lower cost than
Chiost;NESCAC schools. Some of the reasons
for this are a smaller administratiori than
comparable schools, possibly a few less
academic programs at Colby than are offered
at • other NESCAC schools, and a slightly
higher ; number of students per faculty
member at Colby.
•' . , ' In addition, Cotter expressed concern about
the rapidly rising costs Of running a college
and the problems that students will ' have in
meet|ng these cosls.:-Some of the ways the
college is experimenting with to lessen cost
rises include energy-saving measures, a
freeze on the number of personnel hired, and a
limit on all non-salary, non-fuel expenses to.a
10percent increase for next year,

Women And Colby
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About 50 Colby students attended a short
, film ' series entitled ,' . "Acquaintance Rape
,*. Pretention" and a discussion dealing with the
issues of forced sexual relations arid how'they
affect life at Colby, on JahuEiry 31; ;i '.7 >
The film series was; brought to Colby by
Jane Schwartz, health associate at the
Infirmary , who presented it with David Agan,
RiN., ' Health Educator^, l*-erinebec ofValley
; Regional ^Health Agency, Consisting four
shorts, each dcplctirig/a sciirie typical of a
¦• fOTC<^ , S^
originally intended for . dorm staff in helping
them understand ,^
forced sexual relations among Colby students,
^
»but wasj hthcend opened up to tho public. ,/ . 'I .
\7 Schwartz said she brought the film series to
Coltyy; fbr.;twp reasons;;she has attended
a
in
,worj
eshop
thatisho
has
found
^soful
dealing
.
(t ^Ith^yiolon^ia^alristv ^bmbn v \jjhc l ; her
;professional experience;at Cqlbyihasishown
;
• ' nqr that' there Is a real need for awareness
i among both men and tybmeri herd;7v ! ; 7:77^ :
: : 7M;- 7mX i,itM7M:t 7Mt{r> < <j M !iM7\ * M , '^':

Gary Weaver, Director of Financial Aid * Such
a decision inevitably causes problems: For
example; in addition to the incoming students
who will qualify for aid next year, Weaver
expects several enrolled students to become
first-time aid recipients. After the increased
in t his year 's costs were revealed last spring,
there were 50 first-time aid applications filed.
Weaver expects
¦ this number to double for
next year. ;. - ¦ ' " '¦' ' ¦. ' .
Weiaver also anticipates a slight change in
the composition of aid to students next year,
The office has applied for a federal subsidy,
which would create a few new jobs on campus. If this is approved, ; freshman aid
recipients may for the first time be asked to
work five hours per week. This compares to
ten hours per week for upper-classmen. Also,
aid students may be expected to earn $50
more during thesummer to contribute toward
their school costs. This is justified by. the
increase in federal minimum wage. In addition, more loan dollars will be made
available.
Overall, the average need is projected to
increase by 21 percent next year. Weaver
claims that "the college has budgeted
resources to meet the expected need of
students next year through grants, loans and
job s." Still, almost everyone will be paying
more for their education next year, and most
are already feeling the pinch ,of high school
costs.

Patty 's 1000th

"Acquaintance ra pe hap pens
often beca use no one's defined it."
—J ane Schwartz
Colby Health Associate

happened.
We can get some idea of the issue's
relevance to Colby through national statistics
and information provided by Schwartz.
FBI statistics show that "one out of every
three
women in the US. will be raped atsome
:¦ • .) ¦ by Karen Caine and Jeremy Bcalc
; ¦¦
time in their life. "
A dobr-to-door cross cultural study done by
She sees the reasons for the occurrence of stressing that "balance must be placed oh the
forced sexual relations as :; l)"the power film," as1 "not every social situation is as women in the Los Angeles area revealed that
imbalance between men 1 and women," • extreme' as those presented in tlie films, orie in every 2.8 women had been raped.
Seitzinger does recognize that forced sexual
The handout that came with "Acquaintance
2)"male-femal« sex role stereotypes," and
3)"the lack of clear communication between situations do occur at Colby, partly because of Rape Prevention "states that:
iltape Is the most frequently committed
the sexes. ' The film series showed common the social Jlfe, where "by drinking too much
both sexes use their lack of sobriety to justify violent crime in the U.S., and the fastest
instances of all three problems. Acquaintance
rape happens, Schwart_ : states, ''often, ¦ casual sex." She plans to shew the growing.
•66 percent of all rapes occur between
because no one 's defined it."
' 7 .; •¦• ' . 7/:. .' ¦ "Acquaintance Rape Prevention" series to
people
incoming
freshmen
and
who have met before - 55 percent know
co-ed
groups
of
emphasized
thnt
the
primary
goal
of
She
the
i
series is prevention;'"to make people aware . women next year because, like Jane Sch- each other well,
•Most rapes (90 percent) occur between
and to teach them the skills needed.to avoid wortz, she feels that men and women must be
people
of the same race and similar social
she
snid,
she
issue,
However,
aware
of
the
problem situations,'' such as the insttnee iri
one of the films; "The Date,'' vvhere a break- , intends to have upperclassmen present at the position.
These figures refute the common notions
showings to provide ;a mature and correct
down in communication results in a man
that sexual assault is usually committed by
demanding sexual favors for having taken a 'perspective. ' ./ 7. '.
Both Seitzinger and Schwartz were careful anonymous strangers on dark city streets.
woman out for the evening. ; : i
Clearly; though rape, is most probably ati'
;1 Schwartz felt; that the audience's response .. in declining to give nny actual estimates as to
i-to] the January showing was.f'good/'lti that;|ti7 ' the occurrence of forced sexual relations at extremely rare occurrence In Its most formal
Colbyf i partly becduse : they aro liard to sense at Colby, tho social attitudes that result
tlstihiulated itolk!r 'amongst a ' varied and
;
M
M
f
and partly because any knowledge in these national statistics cannot be com*
mixed
6
upbf
men
and
women.
:
v
gr;
¦¦
^7' ] ,determine
!; ' ; Janlce '^ 'Soitaingerr vl:'(Assqciatb.1;> Dean!¦ of;
. 7¦ of mem.conies in anari extremely confidential plotely missing; One of the
scenes in the film
, ,
' :¦ rriarineK and oft<)n long*; after . they havd
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Zet-t Psi

Incident Results In Sarictions
by Chris Morrill

The Dean of Students Office has accepted
recommendations from the Inter-Fraternity
Council for . • sanctions against - Zeta Psi
Fraternity, in connection with an alleged
hazing incident last month.
Jeffrey Wallingford, a Zeta Psi pledge was
dropped off on Route 23 in Oakland between 3
aiid 4 am on January 15 by several fraternity
brothers during initiation week, according to
Zeta Psi President Greg Pomeroy.:
In his attempt to return to campus
Wallingford climbed into a 1968Cadillac in the
driveway of Paul Mushero of Oakland.
According to area police, Wallingford then
backed the vehicle into the road and accidentally honked the horn, awaking the
owner at 4am.
Wallingford was arrested by Oakland and
Fairfield police and charged with attempted
unauthorized use of a motor vehicle. He was
later released on personal recognizance bail.
Fomeroy explained that "taking the car was
rot part of the initiation process", but said
that Zeta Psi had "accepted the responsibility
for the actions of the brothers who took
"Wallingford to Oakland."
Acting on a recommendation from a threeman judiciary sub-committee, the IFC
Judiciary Council, composed of all of the IFC
officers and fraternity and sorority presidents

Sentinel and the Colby ECHO.
(2) Zeta Psi will complete a community
'.' service project in the next six weeks which
will he approved by the IFC. The entire
membership must participate in the project.
(3) Zeta Psi will be on social probation for
the second semester 1979-1980 with conditional
terms for earlyterminatipn .
(4) Zeta Psi will examine and revise, its
initiation process to comply with college and
IFC hazing "regualtions. _
/
The Council determined that the action of
the fraternity constituted hazing based on a
p consideration of the fact that the pledge.was
I § brought under conditions in which he was
j j ; unaware of his direction, alone, at night and
thus in a situation that was a clear threat to
^
_ . : . .' .
I his physical well-being. .
•H The Council concluded that the fraternity
*» and not the individuals were responsible for
0 the incident since it was an activity "associated
. . "- ' ' ."" ~'
'
j
j with the initiationjprocess .
Greg Fomeroy§ Presidentof' Zeta Psi
§ Earl Smith Dean of S'tudents said, "the IFC
held a hearing on the incident and recom- and the fraternity acted in a responsible
mended the following actions to the Colby fashion,'''but added, "the true test is Whether
or not we can bring an absolute and complete
Administration.
"(1) Zeta Psi will send a letter of apology to ban on hazing in the college fraternities."
The IFC will be submitting a definition of
the owner of the car in Oakland which will hazing policies and restrictions to the
also be published in the Waterville Morning Administration in the next few weeks.

Board Of Trustees

Tuition And Divestiture

The Board of Trustees met in January
accepting the tuition increase and Advisory
Committee on Investment Responsibility
report. The Board also discussed plans for a
new dorm, and alternatives for upgrading
Colby's library .
John Veilleux and Barb Neal, the student
representatives to the Board of Trustees,
attended the meeting in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. Veilleux said, "I was
pleased" with the meeting, and Neal commented, "I thought the meeting was very
long, but we got a lot done."
Reportedly one reason for this year's
dramatic increase in room charges is the
installation of new fire safety equipment. An
integrated system of smoke detectors,
sprinklers, arid alarms will be installed in the
dorms , anticipating future laws and keeping
in line with safety standards. Handicap
accesses which are also planned to be installed are another reason for the increase in
room cost.
.
,.»

by Beth Pniewski

The increase in faculty salary contributed
to the tuition hike. Chairman Anthony stated ,
"This is the largest .percentage -Increase iri
faculty salary in the history of Colby." Maine
recently passed a law prohibiting mandatory
retirement. Older faculty members will not
have to retire now by any certain age, This
means that Colby will have to pay more
money in faculty salaries if older professors
choose not to retire. Veilleux mentioned that
Colby is thinking about- developing a
retirement policy "to make sure the faculty
member is financially secure" before
retiring. He added there are '.'still questions
as to how it would work and legal questions."
Energy has also had a great deal to do with
the increase in costs. Oil prices "are a major
factor in the increase," said Neal. In June
1979 the projected cost for oil for Colby was
$3334,000. By November 1979 the budget
revision was $454,000.
Neal said the trustees "stress that Colby
'
!
was one of the lowest'colleges in NESCAC" in
*'
'
tuition costs. Colby is the second to lowest in
fees in NESCAC, Bates being the lowest, Neal,
commenti ng on t he increase in fees, said "a
lot of it is just plain higher prices."
Gary Weaver , Director of Financial Aid,
submitted a report on Colby 's financial aid
import N £__ *S program and its growth during the seventies.
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amount of aid and percenta ge of students
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^« higher," commented * Veilleux, than most
other colleges.
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Bed Spreads
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Professor Teiten burg subm itted a report
which
was unanimously accepted by the
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the report were withdrawal , aggressive
shareholder activities, voting, and nothing.
The report concluded that our responsibility
should be ' one of aggressive shareholder
activity. .
.¦,. .... . " Another topic discussed was the building of
a new dorm. Due to overcrowding in the
dorms, a 100-bed facility is being planned.
President Cotter would like to see contracts
go out in February and ground broken by this
summer, and the dorm ready for use in the
fall of 1981. A task force made up of trustees,
faculty, and administration has been formed
to determine where the dorm should be
located and how it should be constructed. The
task force visited 10 New England colleges in
January looking at dorms they have recently
built. Neal stated~ she favors a "solar
assisted" new dorm.
Chairman of tlie Trustees, Robert Anthon y,
commended tlie Student Association for its
responsibleactions taken this year to improve
thequality of life at the school.
The subject of a new or renovated library
was also discussed at the January 19meeting.
Between April and graduation a policy
decision will have to be made , There is an ad
hoe committee studying library space and
future requircments of libraries to see which
plan would be most beneficial.
President Cotter discussed the importance
of increasing the endowment. Veilleux said
Cotter described endowment as the difference
between what the student pays and what it
actually costs. Endowment supplements the
revenue, making it the key to the quality of
;
education which can be provided.
President Cotter announce d, an d the Boar d
approved, a Colby Overseers Program and
Visiting Committees Program. Those two
groups would offer alumni and people from
the world community the chance to visit the
campus and departments tooffer suggestions;
bring in new ideas from the outside, an d( see
i;
how the school is rurihing,
v

leff Gordon, f o r m echief
of Colby Security -..r

Security Read
Dismissed
by Lisa Hallee

Jeff Gordon , former Head of Security, was
recently dismissed frbih that position, which
he had held since the beginning of 1978. The
details surrounding his departure are unclear. Both Buildings and Grounds Superintendant Ansell Grindall and Dean of
Students Earl Smith refused to comment on
the matter. Upon questioning, Grindall stated
that to reveal the details would do no one any
good.
Gordon's duties have been assumed, at
least temporarily, by Grindall.

M:.y * Info

The IPC Social Club will be holding a second
semester membership drive this Thursday
and Friday at all dining halls ,for new students
arid any other Colby student who did not sign
up first semester. The fee is $7. Refer any
questions to Larry Gillette x551. >• . '
Due to the tremendous waste, cost, and
mess both inside and outside fraternities
caused by ca relessly discarded cups, the IFC
is instituting a riew policy effective immediately.
Plastic cups will be distributed at the door
at the cost of $.25. The IFC is not interested
in making any money on this policy, incjeed
members are encouraged to bring their 6wri
cups ( preferably plastic); however, ft is
hoped that the $.25 charge will encourage
people to . hold on to their cups thereby
; reducing ,the nuinber of cups ifsed'. Not -on ly
will this help to keep'the campus clean, it will
also save money for the Social Club,
We , hope to get Colby musicians ' ; arid
perhaps even some local artists to perform at
these events. If anyone is interested in helping
plan or run a Coffee House or has any ideas
contact Larry Dragox552.
m
.'
planning
a
The IFC is also in the process of
charitable service fund raiser -along the
idea of a darice-a-thon or dance concert.
Anyone with ideas or an interest in working
with the! handicapped on. a yoluntecr basis
contact Dick Sinapi x553,
V
.... ..'.
A full schedule of IFC social events is
currently being, planned; for the second
semester. The FraternityvForum program
will be getting underway shortly and there
will be a party , this Saturday.at LCA sponsored by the sisters of Sigma Kappa in conjunction with the IFC Social Club -- all
members and guests welcome;The party will
be on th e th eme of . "Famous Lovers" and
there will bo a prize ofa dinner for two;for the
best costume.'\- ':m.v .' ' ' : <7. ' -7.M' - v ; - ) ' ' • ' "' '
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by Beth Pniewski

Representatives of the Carter, Kennedy,
and Brown Campaigns travelled to Colby
Friday to debate the issues. Topics discussed
were the invasion of Afganistan, the draft,
and energy policy.
Professor Sandy Maisel of the Government
Department introduced the representatives
and conducted the" debate. ' Mike Gage, a
former Calif ornia Assemblyman, represented
Jerry Brown. Phil Merrill, a ' 1968 Colby
graduate and former Maine State Senator,
represented ' President Carter. Alan
0-Owenstein, a former Congressman from
Long Island, represented Senator Kennedy .
Mr. Lowenstein started out by stating ''it is
very important for everyone here to vote. "
and added, "Presidential politics in the 1980's
will be very important."
Lowenstein began his statement by
criticizing President Carter.-calling the ,invasion of Afghanistan an •'outrage. " and
added the action the President has .taken is
not warranted. "The issue is. why register
anyone?'' he continued, arid called the draft a
signal for war in the Middle East. Mr.
Lowenstein said if Kennedy were elected
President he would not institute a draft' but
rather ration gas. boycott the Olympics, and
use theUNdenoucement,; 7 . . ' r
V7 Mike;' Gage , representing Jerry Brown.
^tated , "Jerry Brown , represents , a break
from trie past that seems to trap politfcians of
rthe eb's and TO's."' Gage outlined the three
principles behind Jerry , Brown 's campaign
• for President of the United States: to protect
the earth. to. _erve the people, aind to explore
theiiniverse. ' ' 7
.
Gage used California as an example of what
Brown could do for the U.S. He called
California an "energy showcase- ' and " said

Gaiter iYs. imsn
:7
by Ingrid MacFarlane ¦
vvthe Presidential Primaries: What .to Look
(For. What.tqLookputiFpr '' was the topic of a
well-attended residential forum given last
Thursday night/ at - DU: by Professor .Sandy
¦ Maisel. ;. ' .7' ' rM ' : M' 7: ' ' :• • ;.//¦' ":• ': -;-; :. - . ' .•
.
r
' " .;' Maisel.predicted Carter doing well in Maine
and winning in New Hampshire .with'Kennedy
persevering and staying in/the race;; He also
)¦ - out
v believes Kennedy '-'will get more'ivoters
on election dayvthan anyone else will,'- ';:;"/.¦/
the Republicans '. Maisel < sees ;al'two
. For^
person ; campaignll^hvwniBushj and , Reagan
:' with/Bush coming out /on!top, According'j o
Maisel.;Bush has;"run a hear/perfect if; not
' " perfect campaigh. '; portrayinga respectable;
moderate Republican image, ; ,' .¦ * ..
Asked for a comment on viee-presidential
candidates. 'Maifcel . 'feels tliat neitHer; Reagan
rior Bush would lower their 'aspirations tq-trie
\ice^ ^ presidehcy: He yie\vs :' rsom^ ¦
Baker ''isamore likely candidate/// f • /'
' "' : Questioned ''//about/.7i KeririWy* *^
^popularity decline.^aisbl;'- ofifered'/ three
nreasonsi First,: that - if^asieM
when one is not ' a caiididate/Swbhdly,; tha t
Americans support their President in times "of
crisis, And third. -that. tlie Kennedy earnpai'gh
was/pborly - prepared//yKeniiedy iJia^ neye'r
reailj- ruri n 'cflm paigri^^exp^
/ i S o vwllat's if/ goito
:, Professor /Maisel , 7 a/ quick ; ci>nv ention |
i/ proni(clng a Carter vs/Biuh contest/ ;
,

,
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Mike Gage, PkQMerrill,arid' AlanrLo-venstemrepresentingJerry Brown. President Carter ¦2nd
the
' .» .
-retpectir ^yin
OnuSdates' Debate,
Ser^or Kermedv

hasn 't made the ' situation 'in th*j 'Middle East dangerous. It is a dangerous situadon ; "/ •- ¦.,.
-In " his final • statement,•¦ . Merrill stated
President Carter 's alternate energy/proposals
have.risked his re-election f-i'ght because of the

Mj ^ ^m

It was out of a similar climate and mind-set to
that which gave birth to Black History Month.
that Black Studies emerged . Black Studies,
like Black History Month, sought to give new
meaning to the letters of American histon,- : to
unpromote - - greater ' cros*-cul.tural
der-tan-dings"; and to celebrate ethnic
Pluralism as a fact ba our national .Life.-As
rofessbr Patrick Brancaceio; iir the ColbyLibrary* Quarterly Dec. 19C9 ' - . so eloquently
puts it
, "Black studies as a field of scholarship has
matured very, rapidly. The Jast dozen years
have seen the flowering of important literary ,
historical; and sociological studies that have
begun to fill The unsuspected and sometimes
' in our knowledge of the expurposeful 1 gaps
7
perience of- black people...While it has no:

Until quite recently, the role of the AfroAmerican in our national life was thought to
be hardly worth considering, not to speak-of
recording.' The facts relating to the contributions of the Afro-American to the
discovery, pioneering and growth of America
into a major world¦ power-, were/ often
misrepresented¦'. and'" grossly overlooked in
American historiography ;
It ". was "only , in the 1940's. with th e
development of various revisionist schools on
this aspect- of American historiography, that
the letters. , of American ., history took r on a
different character/Prior "to these post-World
War II trends, the "consensus, view.!' ; of
primarily white historians on . the subject of
slavery w&'s iri the slalve-owner's perspective.
As a result.' the contributions bf.the .American
N 'e^ro. /toward' ' the - establishment of an
American economy and : culture were hardly
eve'rgiveri due consideration.
.¦". ¦ '
^ ; '- ;' • .
1
•The 'designation of the . month ;of February
as- ' 'National Black History, Month is an attempt , on- the part of the .Association tor the.
Study ;pf Afro-American Life and History, to!
remedy*;this negligence by/emphasizing ,th e;
role of Blacks iri;the develbpmentof America n
civilization. .;¦/'/,..;/ .' ¦-; ¦;:> .../ >, ¦,- ; , ;- ,; '. ¦, •¦
In 1926. Dr. Carter GrWoodson. a Harvard
Ph.D./ and ¦' the ; father ¦ of Afro-American
historiography. ' under the auspices of the
ASALH, Inc.. initiated Negro History Week one .iyeek .in Febniary. It was Dr. ' Woodson 's
hope . 'that' thlis special week ' chj orucllng the
'.•U'ro/.American ' p^st arid ^chievenieht *? wotild'
stimulate ,.a/ki n'cl. ' of /hostiUgia am ong ' ;al.l
A_rit»ripa 'i>s "and iiltimatelyfciiltivate a mutual
interest and' respect ; for, their, diverse ethnic'
heritage's; ' However.' it ':was 'only, after - the
.4&A'LH's'/tii^
o'f"Ariiieric'h' *- Bicentennial 1 that ; by popular
request i - Negro. History . We-ik-&t»came BUu?!?History Month,;: _r , ' -,
7In : nianyv respects) nhi$ program ¦ ¦, Negro
History//Week i . .. has- beeiv /ii ¦prbcursor '; to:;
recently , devi?loped':Black Studies prognirns,

To open the Blac k Cultural Festiva l
there will be a Gospel- Concen
followed by a poetry and dramatic
reading at 7:3D , in L orimer Chapel.
READINGS. Poetry and drama tic readings
Students - and Faculty. Theme: "Scene s
of Life . " - 8 PM . jett e Gallery , Bixler.

Thurs. , Feb 14m

Wed., Feb . 20
'• ' ¦<¦
'
:
-:

"Black Women in Amer ica ;
¦
"A/Stud y in Fa fe .. Sex ' ^nd/ Class;". By . ;¦ ;" .' _ *, " .:. ; ' ¦* ,
J ohnetta : Cole , Dept. of Anthropology .
^

: . + LECTURE.

Uniy^ of Mass.;; Amherst • 8 PM ,

¦ ¦
:
/ / . : .' ' ; ' " ' : 7 ' ' . ' ' . ""; " ' •, ''G iven /Auditorium ^' ' - ' ' . ' '/•
Thurs , Feb. 21
• 7 .\ '>¦, : ,. /

yCjaoin? in dusout , : canons * ,. , :.,; :, >¦ .. .//¦/; .; ;
l EiyoVV'VoIeanic '.' j-dl lsj ;; saiUng ruoeS i^nukc
,Jrtc.sti» '8'^iu\d :, live ';' lit: island ' ' sdf^il^ ciertv^'
' yeirsiB '' "modernization " '. ',¦'¦; . . \7'7^7 77
^
olasMooruIn /^xiwrience. :
^' iitxlqvw 'beyAid
miniature , s
^n islaiki is the, VipRLD
;Ci>ife^;«i^ejiii ;ii';;j^
!l^t ki^NO^;.>Beneatih v^.he
{R#-?P ^fe-?*to
„ ' .

always brought about ±-e socia .' ct' ar.ze <z ±x
ways that some had hoped i: _r_-±"?.
:: haprovided an; ;a 'cade.rr_;c cocr.e:c'~ foe* :___ '
change. This new schoiarship zzs stin:'uli".*=•:
a major revision 0: textbcc-Ls. curric'j --:. arc
academic disciplines. A:r*>America:: and
Carribbean . Studies pn>gra.:r_~ hare' v*ine*:
'.African studies in': recording. ±-e' = ct:v4 ?«_ •¦
ticipation and coctribytiocs oc b'.aoi; p^:o'.e
The record is rich and co.T.p.
'lex. =d_ the stu dy
has figurati vely just befun ."
It is th.rougr. ±e isolation cc, events anaspec:s 0: .Airo-.A-nerican pas: ar.d cclrure
which , is made possible by Blaci ¦ rLstory
Mor.± :.ha: an ar:err.p*t car/ be, rr.ai^ to sirn plir'y. and ±ere*by more readily •iis.s.e.m.L':,ate
this wealth 0: -riormatioc.and c_l.:*_re

COLBY'S BLACK CULTU R E FESTI VAL/ February 1 - March 1
(In celebration of Natiort al Blac k Historical Month )

ADVENTURES WITH^ AN. ISLAND . . .
Islii .; pro>*idencla. • ' renVote/ and grass-roots
'
with¦ lobster divers
'Sti^'
¦ - .;. , coral liicoons
'M'
¦-. r".kel
.
', ;.
-, - 7 -,
:m. i m- - .': ¦ ;. * .' . . . - 7 -j, . • ¦• ¦ :

controversial nature. Mr. Gage core hoed his
final statement -by . po i__±_g ¦ o'r. ±e
"dramatic " inconsistencies ir Carter' s
policies. Mr. Lowenstein concluded '.ba.-.
Brown is not a significant factor in the race.

rlo
Ove oked

Black Giilture Fest ival

<p . .v. H

'.• '<k* i;\ 'X '; , v. -.^/. i'Wil , ;-;u*yi ;;^'i' :'. ''' v ;'V1m ''' m. 'm. - '
w

cj7mm7^^

"Jerry Brown has had vision to provide those
things, already.''. referring to thestate 's use of
solar and other -alternate energy sources;
Gage also added that California 's tax rate has
dropped 16 percent .since Brown has been in
office, • 'with a little help from a man named
Ja'rvis:'' ; Gage said Brown had a tight fiscal 5
«
pphcy even before Proposition 13.;
•«
Phil NIerrill.'representing President Carter; ¦5
opened'by joking "I have fallen asleep in this
room many times." Merrill stated it is always j*
"difficult to defend the. status-quo. " Merrill *^»
assured. LxDwenstein that if- the Middle East
crisis got worse, if Kennedy were. President
a
he would;install' a 'draft too. President Carter ,^!
>>
_
'
feels it is best to have the-dr a ft process ready
in- event, ;bf a 0115157'Merrill sta ted that'in
defense spending the President supported a 3
percent increase while Kennedy supported a 5
percent increase. , .
; . - - ' ¦. -• • , ¦'¦ ' ¦/ . .
; Merrill warned . the audience that' every
problem Carter faices can not be corrected by
another candidate. He said '.'President Carter

.

s

.
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FILM - HISTORY ,,. "Blac k H istorv : Lost ,
/ / Stolen or Stra yec^? 6:30 PM , Lovevov 100.
FILM ." DRAMA. "The R iver Niger ,"
starring J ames Earl J ones, Cicily T yson
and Lou Gossett. 7 and 9:30, Lovejoy 100.

¦
. ' .Frj i Feb ; 29
!
' ' ;
: v :;
'• "• ' . ' • ' '
./..„7 ' ,. ' ./ ,; . . ; ' / - : . , . . ,,,, ; .

LECTURE. "Blac k Hist ory Above Ground
wd Underground " bv Charles Bfpckron ,
' archivist and 'author. 7 PM in Given ;
;; :
Auditorium.
• '' .*„ '

' i> -„

Sat., Mar
chrl
$ A Soul and ; Disco Cabaret ;
:¦ ¦ ¦• ' : : : ' , ' " ¦ :,
: "; '
'
¦
:
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¦
¦
:
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'
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Compiled by Mark Labdon
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Thomas Bohari, one of those filing suit, had wood Elementary School gymnasium before
speech.
served seven years iri the physics department . Kennedy's
in 1976, but college officials noted that three /Jeff Ashmuh organizer of the WINTA
out of four positions in the department were group, said the demonstration was designed '-," According : to the Middlebury Campus,
already tenured:; Since Bowen, then 36, was ' to gain local and national media exposure. He Middlebury 's English department chairman
close in age to two tenured members, it was stressed, however, that ¦the organization is Henry Prickett telephoned two professors
this
fea red tha t three quarters of the departmen t politically non-partisan.'- . .'.
V
summer asking them - to withdraw a proposal
In the course of his speech, Kennedy at- for a separate creative writing program,
might be tenured for as long as 30 years.
Bohan , who claims his dismissal amounts to tacked President Carter for calling for a threatening them with denial of tenure if they
age .discrimination, is _ suing for / rein- resumption of draft registration. "I.believe did nbt.
;"
7' '/ .
statement , back wages, the loss ol research the American people would be willing to use
"
One
of
the
professors
Thomas
Gavin,
~
^ recommehdafionhas
;. '. .• less energy in their cars in order not to been denied tenure, on the
granls/arid legal fees.
Of
Joseph Nicoletti, an art studio professor/is '..• ¦ sacrifice - the.-blood of young Americans to a ; review by the tenured members of the
suing for $4000,000 on the basis that he should protect OPEC ' pipelines," said the English department. It has been charged.that
have received tenure automatically after 8 Massachusetts Senator.professional jealousy between non-writing
years of teaching at Bowdoin.
and writing faculty played a role in his
dismissal.
Robert Pack, director of the Bread Loaf
Writers' Conference, is the only published
This January Trinity College's basketball member of the department with tenure: Says
team played.against a Cuban National team Pack, "Middlebury's failure to grant Tom
before a crowd of 7500 in Havana. They are tenure will be seen as judgement of MidBates College students belonging to an anti- the first singl e college team to compete in that dlebury College rather thani of Tom.''. '
draft registration group demonstrated at a country since the revolution in 1959.
The Campus cites Vice President Nicholas
campaign appearance of Senator Edward M.
Predictable, trinity"Jost 93-49 to basically Clifford as. having told the two professors
Kennedy in Auburn on Ssturday, February 2. the same team that competed in the Pan- involved that the Committee on ReapAbout thirty* members of the organization American games and the Montreal Olympics . pointment has the power to reverse a
called War Is Not the Answer (WINTA ) , But Trinity coach Carl Rapp called it, "the department's recommendation, but has never
carried signs and chanted outside the Sher- greatest basketball experience of my life."
done so.

Olympic Boycott

Tenure Blackmail

Secretary of StateCyrus E.Vance, speaking
at the opening of the International Olyrhpic
Committee meeting Saturday night, asked for
a boycott of the Summer Games in Moscow.
The speech was not well received by IOC
¦ _ _ • • _ ' ¦
members.
• • . "I considered it a gross discourtesy."said
Australia.
David
McKenzie " of
Most members of the IOC seem to favor
holding the games in Moscow as planned.
Others were talking of deferring a decision
until a later meeting in an effort to save the
games. Tass, the Soviet news agency, called
the speech "another example of crude IOC."

Bates Anti-Draft

Tenure Denied
Two former Bowdoin professors have
brought tenure suits against that college.
Bowdoin's faculty guidelines on tenure state
that after seven years a professor is either
,
granted tenure or dismissed.

Trinity 5 In Cuba

Christian Fellowship: Are You Ready For The Challenge?
by Craig Bystrynski
Cliffe Knechtle, a Boston-area evangelist,
and Tim Sample, a local entertainer and radio
personality, will be fea tured during the
"Challenge Weekend" sponsored by the Colby
Christian Fellowship, beginning today;
Knechtle is connected with the Inter-varsity
Christian Fellowship and will lead several

discussions on religious topics. He will also be
guest speaker at Sunday 's Lorimer Chapel
service.
Sample is host of the radio program
"Building Block"and will hold a Coffee House
tomorrow night, singing songs with light
messages. He is also a comedian and will add
his humor to the evening.

Challe nge Weekend Schedule
February 14
5:30

.. " ' '

7:00
9:00

•*

Colby Christian Fellpwship, Newman, Canterbury Dinner;
Robins/Hurd Rooms in Roberts Union
Discussion "Who are We Living For?" Cliff Knechtle ,
Leader , Leonard Lounge
Discussion "How Secure is Our Future?" Cliff Knechtle,
Leader , Foss-Woodman Lounge .
' *

i

.

¦ ¦

. ..-

According to Jane Dibden , general coordinator of the event, the weekend'spurpose is
to "challenge everyone to think about the
reality of God and Jesus Christ." Four
discussions and one lecture will be open to the
public, and all of Waterville's church
congregations have been invited, she added.
The weekendjs designed for Christians and
non-Christians alike, noted Jim Lowe,
president of the fellowship. He hopes students
will view it as "part of an educational experience," he stated, explaining Knechtle will
be advocating, not defending religion."
Furthermore, "w6 may have some who
decide to become Christians then 'and there,"
he said.
*
The event is "a bit of a trailblazer," according to Dibden/ because it is the first allcampus event of such magnitude sponsored

¦

by the Christian group in recent memory and
perhaps in its history. "It's been a long time
dream" she said, adding that she hoped the
groups would now conduct a "large affair "
annually.; .
She. expects the week-end to be a success,
Dibden continued, because Knechtle is
"young, dynamic, full of energy and enthusiastic." He has brought his ministry to
several college campuses across the country,
as well as Boston 's /'Combat Zone."
Students will be able to meet with him informally on Thursday afternoon when he
tours the campus, Lowe said.
The "Challenge Weekend", idea has
received mixed reactions, though. "I've been
pleased to . see the curiosity aroused," but
many of the posted announcements have been
torn down or defaced, Dibden stated,

. - STU-A FILMS PRESENTS :
^
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February 15
3:00

6:30
8:30
J

Lecture: "Jesus : More than a Man?" Cliff Knechtle,
Leader , Lovejoy 100 - Reception following in the
• Faculty Lounge
Colby Christian Fellowship Meeting, Cliff Knechtle ,
Speaker , Chapel Lounge
Coffee House sponsored by Colby Christian Fellowship;
Tim Sample, entertainer, New Dining Room , Roberts
No admission - refreshments on sale

February 16
11:45 •

1

1:00

:- - ::w

Colby Christian Fellowship - Bring A Ffiend Luncheo n
Robins/Hurd Rooms in Roberts Union
Discussion: "To Love: To Use or To Give," Cliff
Knechtle, leader , ATO Lounge "

Chapel Service,Cliff Knechtle , Speaker , Lorimer Chapel

-
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11:00

A scandalous romance between a thrHI -hunting
heiress and a notorious man of myste ry !
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Tuitidn Increase

by Duncan R. Gibson
for th e cost of movie rentals, supplies and
Last week, the Board of Trustees awarded
enterta inmnet costs, Coral budgeted $6,300.
the Student Association a budget of $102,500.00
Scott Lehigh, Executive Chairperson, is
for the academic year 1980-81. This is a
"gratef ul to the Board of Tru stees" for the
$12,500increase over the present budget.
• Instrumental in the Board's decision was ^increase, and adds ttiat the "lions share of
credit goes to Glen through his dedication to
the work done by Stu-A Treasurer-Glen Coral
his job, and that all students should apand his Treasurer 's Committee. With his
preciate what Glen did."
inheritance of a $10,000 debt from the previous
Lehigh is_ opt imistic f or next year, saying
board, he has worked with a difficult
the
increase will be beneficial to the college in
wor
ki
ng
w
i
t
h
the
organ
i
zat
i
ons
to
b
e
si tuat ion,
that we will be/able" to afford "fop-notch
more frugal in their budget requests, v;
speak ers , f or a good political atmosphere, and
Pleased with the concern over reducing th e
that there are great possibilities for social life
deficit and the strict policy of the Stu-A
- .¦¦ ' • . - •:Executive Boar d on allocations, the Board
with the new equipment."
granted the increase. According to Coral,
The Stu-A made the following endorsement
"Th e Budget Committee was very pleased at Tuesday's meeting: "We endorse the
wM our recommendations." However, it is
direction an d int ent of the EPC subcommittee
also expected that at the end of 1980T81, the
on Jan-Plan and Course Requirements' recent
deficit will be fully paid off. Coral estimates
recommendations. We encourage the student
that over half of the deficit should be paid off
body to attend and participate in the meetings
this year. ' ' . ¦/""
.;.. ' /.,.- " '
on Thursday evening." Academic Life
With th e tightened management , Coral
Chairperson Jay Otis "urges th e stu dents to
doesn 't see Stu-A funded organizations ex- : get in contact w ith any of t he student reps to
pending any more money next year. To quote
the EPC." These are: David Marcus, Bob
from the Executive Board' s letter of request :
Bennett, David Silk, and Mary Ellen Pratt .
This (budgetary ) policy, is, we feel , strong,
In other news, Mary Ellen Pratt was apcomplete, and strictly followed up to how.
pointed to the post of Public Relations
Organizations have done an excellent' job
Chairperson. She replaces Mat Donahue who
adhering to procedures and their individual
is on leave.
budgets. Further modifications of the
Cultural Life Chairperson Brenda Bowen
budgetary procedure are 'still'being inreported; that' Hal Prince, noted Broa dway
vestigated ; so...an even more efficient
director , was on campus Monday and gave a
system may be implemented. "very good" talk on "Theatre on Broadway. "
The new monies will be allocated in the
Also, the Shakespeare Festival held two
fo^wing way : $5,000 to the Strider Speaking
weeks ago was successful and worthwhile .
Series , an increase bf $4,000 necessary to get
The next Stu-A meeting is Monday, Feb. 19
quality speakers on campus. Also, Social Lite
at 9 pm , second floor Roberts . All students are
will get $2,000 to purchase much- needed
invited to attend.
mixing board , amplifier and speakers.
Allowing for a 7 percent increase in inflation

EPC Up date:

p

by Kathy McCull«ch_

Twenty-one students were asked to leave
Colby this past semester after failing to meet
academic requirements. Compared to past
years, 21 is a high number to flunk out in the
first semester. Registrar George Coleman, a
member of the Committee on Standing, says
th at this increased number is due to the
leveling off of grade inflation and disappearance of "gut courses'/ from Colby's offerings.
The procedures carried out by the Committee on Standing have not changed over the
years, although I)ean Gillespie notes that they
,
are making their policy firmer.
Th e committee now enf orces th eir
requirement that students take a full year
away. from Colby before re-applying for admission.
Students had been re-applying after one
term but because . of administrative
procedures, the committee strictly maintains
their requirement that students who have
flunked spend an entire year at another
school, and must earn a B_ayerage. j
During this time Dean Gillespie believes
"students should relax and reorganize their
thoughts about Colby. They may admit that
they had been spending too much time partying. The people who, are asked to leave
Colby have no drastic extenuating circumstances. With a year off , they will be able
to see their problem and Colby will have a
chance to view the grades they receive from
other schools before re-admission."

Recommendations Drafted

The Course Load an d Jan 'P lan committee
of the Educational Policy Committee has
completed a dra f t of recommendat ions to b e
presented to th e student b ody f or comment
tonight. The recommendations (see box on
page 8) will be discussed in Dana Lounge,
Gj ap Auditorium, and Lovejoy 215 and 106.
Trae draft of recommendations will be
presented to the Faculty for discussion in the
three division meetings.
v
An alumni questionaire is being evaluated
by the ¦,;.. '. computer. 'Approximately 900
responses to a student questionaire have been
received to date. The computer pirogram for
evaluation is still being written; / ;
President Cotter proposed ,/'.at Tuesdays
EPC meeting, ;that all three subcommittees
make final recommendations to' the full EPC
late this month or th*efirst of nextmonth. Said
Cotter, "As thorny as these issues a re,-1 hope
we won't lose this year. I hope we have
recommendations before the Faculty this
spring." Cotter said he hopes the Faculty can
reach a decision by the end of the academic
' 1m.7 ' ;.-7m ,7-- ./
year. ' . : .' ;
Tlie subcommittees ; , on Distribution
,

Twent y-One Flunk Out

j

by Lucy Nichols
Requirements and College Requirements are
still drafting and revising proposals. The
Comm i ttee on all College Requ irements
( including Physical Education, English, and
Foreign Language requirements ) has
scheduled a meeting w ith students for
Monday , February 17 at 6:00 PM in LJ215.
Cha irperson of the Su bcommittee on
Distribution -Requirements, Bruce Fowles,
said he is showing the draft proposals to
"student contacts" for input.
In regular business, the EPC welcomed Bob
Benriet and Dave Marcus, two new stu d ent
trepresehtatives who replace Josie Quintrell
and Holly Srackett.
The EPC ; also passed a proposal to
restructure the government ma jor at Colby. .
Since the changes in the major were felt to be
substantive, the proposal will be brought
before the Faculty.
*
The intent of the restructuring plan is to
decrease the size of upper level government
p

^

¦

classes. All government majors will be

required to take a freshman level, introductory course team taugh t by Professors

Mavrinac; Mackenzie, and Maisel the first
semester, and Prof essors Hauss, Bowen, and
Weissberg the second. The workload of each
prof essor would be decreased thereby
allowing him to off er more upper level
courses. The introductory course would be a
prerequisite for some but not all courses.
In add ition , an honors program involving a
major research project and seminar in She
senior year would be offered . The program
requires students to enter in the second
semester of their junior year and carry a 3.0
average in the major.

Because of the new policy where plusses
and minuses are counted iri quality points,
severa l students*who flunked j_ ut this term
previously would have had a suf ficieant.
number of points to stay. These students have
appealed to the committee, and have been readmitted for second semester.
However, Dean Gillespie notes that the*
committee will have to review their ,
numerical requ irements in light of counting
plusses and minuses.. "It is possible for a
student with nine hours of C's to flunk out. The
committee will have to look oyer the situation
and find a policy that will be fair to students
with borderline grades."
_____
Any student with less than 12credit hours or
24 quality points is reviewed by the Committee, which is comprised of six voting
members. Three senior faculty members, one'
from each division of humanities, social
sciences, an d natural sciences ; t he Dean of
Faculty, Dean of Stu dents, and the Registrar
make up the committee.
Together they decide, on a purely
numerical basis, whether a student is making
satisfactory progress toward his degree. Any
student with less than nine credit hours or 18
quality points is likely to be "dropped on the
spot whether or not he is on probation ,"stated
Coleman. A student's GPA is hot considered
when being reviewed because "Colby's
gradua tion requirements are based on
num bers mor e than one's GPA."
In most cases though, a student will be
placed on academic probation for at least one
term before being asked to leave Colby.
Dur ing th e term of prob at ion , a student must
earn at leasjt 12 credit hours or 21 quality
points. If this requirement is not met he may
be placed on continued probation . Finally, if
hi s record does not improve, he will be asked
to leave for one year , after which he may '
petition in person for readmission.
The guidelines followed by the Committee'
on Standing are fairly strict. Unless there are
extenuat ing circumstances, the committee
does not deviate from their stated criteria
when deciding wh ether or not to ask a stu dent
to leave Colby. The main function of the
Committee is to "peg the students who are
developing bad patterns before they commit
academic suicide," explained Coleman. "We
let them know that the Committee is watching
them before they go down the tubes. When we
deviate from our guidelines, it is f or the
benefit of the student , so that he is warned
before he hangs himself."
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by Lucy Nichols

Seven
Colby
professors
received
promotions effective September 1,1980.
Advanced from iassociate professor to the
Rank of full professor are Charles Basset,
English; Dorothy Koonee,. Classics; Howard
Koonee,. English , and John Mizner, English.
Deborah McDowell was promoted to assistant
professor of English. Gene DeLorenzo,
women's varsity basketball and Softball
coach, and Micheal B. Goulet, coach of men's
varsity hockey, have been named adjuct
assistant professors .
Tenure was awarded to Tomas Tietenberg,
Economics; Peter Harris, English; Ira
Sadoff, English; David Firmage, Biology;
and Richard Beman, History.
Faculty promotions are the result of a
stringent process. Student evaluations,

Tenured Thomas Tietenberg
alumni questionaires, letters from colleagues,
letters from experts-regarding published
work, and recommendations from colleagues

in professional organizations comprise a file
that is first reviewed by the respective
department.'/Departmental approval sends
the candidates file before the Committee on
Promotion and Tenure,1
The committee wakes.a recommendation to
the President who in turn puts the matter
before the Trustees. In practice, the Trustees
ratify those candidates recommended by the
departments, the Committee, and the
President..
.
Professor Bassett stressed that the most
significant aspect of promotions is the
"recognition by your colleagues," but added, "the money doesn't hurt."Reportedly a new sliding scale of financial
awards, in addition to the annual percentage
increase in salary, has been instituted this
year. A professorship earns the candidate
$1,000.00; an'associate professorship, $750.00;and an assistant professorship $500.00.
According to Dean Gillespie, the intent of the
bonuses is "to make promotions' something
other than a higher rank ". /
Tenure is awarded by an all campus
committee after the candidates have been
approved within their . respective departments.

Richard ;Beman,7 receiitlyMtenured, is
returning to the University oi Pennsylvania to
take advantage of research opportunities.
Said Beman. "I enjoyed .my times ; here
tremendously/ but scholarly and research
opportunities;occurred. at Perm; thatIfbund
very compelling."
7

Recently promo tedHowards Koonee

The Pluses AndMm
by TimjCr oss
After numerous computer breakdowns,
students at Colby received their first
semester grades near the end of January.
The man behind all the recording, filing,
and analyzation of' the grades is registrar
George Coleman.- Coleman has not yet been
able to compare this semester's grades to last
semester's, but he did have some interesting
comments to make about the new plus and
minus system: how it works, why it was
implemented and most importantly how it

Full Prof essor Charles'.Bassett

affects a student's grade point average.
Coleman prefaced his explanation of the
new system by saying that "a G.P.A. ought to
be as accurate a measure as possible" of the
student's cumulative grade average. The new
system , maintains Coleman, "is now a far
more accurate index than that of a year ago."
He noted that the old system directly affected
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Why is George Coleman smiling?
a student's achievement of Dean 's-List (a
G.P.A. of 3.2). Iii the past , he said , a student

with one A minus and four B minuses made
Dean 's List , while a stud6rit with five B pluses
did not. The new system , he added , remedies
problems with letter grades , numerical
grades , and quality points ;
For Coleman , the new system has been a
lengthy pro ject. He first brought it before the
Educational Policy Committee seven years
ago when Colby first started using computers
to calculate G.P.A. 's. The EPC rejected the
idea , but passed it five years later , with
student support.
At the" time, Coleman says , the minuses
outnumbered pluses and the system could
o^rall QP.A('s to fall.-.Coleman
¦hav e
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speculates that students realized then tha t
"G.P.A. has no particular bearing at Colby"
because graduation is based solely on quality
points. He went on to say that '-the only thing
we use G.P.A. for is rank in class; "
Coleman has received complaints from
students who hope to enter graduate school.
He said, though, that G.P.A.'s/do not appear
On transcripts. "The only thing they ( the
grad. schools) receive on a student' ** transcript is the course level, its nuinber ot
credits,'- ' and the grade. All graduate/schools
have their own method of calculating an
applicant's G.P.A."
Coleman concluded, the new system . will be
a more precise "measurement,of a student's
work and resulting reward." :
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The"Pre-Medical Advisory Committee win
sponsor two events in February. On Thursday
Februar y 2i/ at 7 vm7lsti the Keyes.
Auditorium , Thomas Gallant , M.D., class of
'71, now of Massachuse tts General Hospital
will give a" :'" talk on "International
Angro graph y." Dr. Gallant will be available
after the ta lk and on Friday morning through
lunch for individual discussions with students
interested in health care careers. This is the
third lecture in the series sponsored by the
Pre-Medical Advisory Committee , which
brings Colby alumni back for lectures and
,; ' ./> 7 ¦:
;' ,
discussion. ; .. ^ ' . '
/
On Thursday February 28 at? p;mi at Keyes
Auditorium the re will be a mating of mainly
Junior Year students inter red jn health care
careers . This will bea meeting to acquaint
the candidates with applica tion procedures ,
diagnostic examination dead lines, etc. It is
important that students interested In such a
career ' attend. - . , .;;/ / 7. 7^7:7 7- ': 7777'* J ' - '- "
Farther information about these events can
be provided by George.D. Maier; Chairman ,
Pre-Medica l Advisory Committee , Keyes 201./
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Page Seven

Colby;Wtio Decides?

Due Process And Stu- J
by Mike Federle

The Studient/Jtrdieiary Board (Stu-J ) was
created in arficle yijaf the Student Association
constitution7(app^r^i^: B; in" the Student
Handbook) ''to maintain the student
participate; effectively ' with the facdlty and
the administration in the disciplinary function
of the cbllege;'4ln toe section titled "Rights of
the pefehdMts^i/it;.;'readS ' ;'iAli students
charged with .a misconduct; arei entitled to a
hearing before "the- / Student - .Board ; oh
npnacademic charges." .
/ /:;
After being suspended "¦'; from Colby in
November 1979 for disciplinary ¦. reasons,
Glenn Berkwitt felt''.that his rights as-.a Colby
student had been yioiated.Thou^/he admits
that his behavior /the smashing of the glass
face in a vehding machine after it had kept his
money but 'failed to deliver the item - was
arbitrary arid! offensiye/Glenn also, believes
that, ''I was not given the due-process of the
law as it is written in the Student Handbook."
Glenn states, "I was in fact given a hearing by

Deans Smith, Gillespie,,arid Seitzinger and
subsequently suspended; I never" appeared
before the - Student Judiciary ;' .they never
heard my case." ¦'. / .. ;-.>,/- ¦/ ¦ . . ' .' •• ¦ • '
In a letter dated December 7, 1979, and
addressed to the Students;of, Colby, Glenn
raised the question of students! rights and the
actual power of the Stu-J. "it would seem," he
writes, "that the deans, in taking this matter
into their own hands - without Stii-J's participation - were violating, or, at leastignoring those rights granted the students of
Colby in the Student Handbook."
Glenn's feelings on this subject have not
changed since this letter. In a phone interview
last Friday, Glenrrsaid, "I've talked to half-adozen lawyers and they say that if it were a
public school it would be a direct violation of
my constitutional rights,- but being a private
school things are different." He continued by
saying "It seems to me that the school
sponsors Stu-J as a token gesture of power,
it's like they say, 'here, see how much power

Echoes from the Past
Excerpt from Campus Comment, Colby ECHO

Octo ber 9, 1959
bvD anHod&es
For many years Colby has bra gged that it is
a success, but very few students who know the
campus have ever quite been able .to swallow
thelegend.
It isn 't hard at all to see that things have
been warped here at times. There has been
serious scholastic trouble. The present
sophomores and juniors and even the seniors
have recieved marks much lpwer tha n their
abilities promised, iand too many of them have
flunked out. In addition , a number of girls and
a smaller number of men have been so
dissatisfied;that they have transferred.
The
;
r
rest complain.
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Campus tile, too, has . reflected • the
academic problem. Periodically, people
complain that the campus is, by and large,
superficial , apathetic , conformist , irrelevant ,
and anti-intellectuai; , Extra-curricular activities have been ' contributing littleithat is
imaginative or significant to ; th£ campus except perhaps Powder and Wig and the
Woodsmen 's Club , but they 're in perpetual
revolt against campus life anyway; The
whole problem seems to parallel the defeatist
mood of' the United Sta tes as the Soviet Union
climbed to prominence and sent off its
Sputniks . People justdid not seem to cafe
'
'
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we're giving you' , when there's really no
power at all." .
When asked if he had spoken to any member
of the Stu-J about his case, Glenn replied,
"After: I had been suspended, I talked to Ted
Reed (Chief Justice of the Stu-J) and Kevin
Kehoe, but I don't think they really knew what
to dp. Kevin Kehoe says he went to talk to
Dean Smith about ; it and that the Dean told
him not to worry about it because I was happy
.
with the situation. ? '
* Both Ted Reed and Kevin Kehoe were
unavailable for comment, but; another
member of '/ the Judiciary Board, Nancy
Brown, felt like Glenn,- that the Stu-J was a
rather powerlessgroup.
-- > /
"I feel,'.' she said, "as if I don't even belong
to any committee, we haven't heard a case all
year, but I know things have been going on.
The administrative powers run the school and
only if they say yes will something be done,
student committees by themselves don't
work."

When asked about -the rapport betweeri
Dean. Smith and the Board, Nancy replied,
/'It's pretty hard to get through to Dean
Smith; he brushes a lot of things, aside." She
later said/ "Ted has gone to talk with Dean
Smith before about certain cases, but a
decision had already been made-up by the
Dean."
In an interview, Dean Smith offered his own
ideas on the power of Stu-J, and also commented on student rights in relation to Glenn's
particular case.
.
"Glenn had been in trouble before," Dean
Smith began, "And he had been told that
another offense might lead to his suspension.
When this occurred. he was suspended as we
had told him he might be."
Concerning the second incident (smashing
the vending machine), Dean Smith said , "He
had a hearing ( before the deans) that was no
contest in fact, the original jurisdiction (on
Glenn's first offense) encompassed this incident. " He continued, "If he had denied
doing it, we would have had a'full hearing. So
not to make a mockery of the judiciary board,
some cases where there isn't any doubt are
not brought before them."
When asked about the rights of the student
as they are written in the Student Handbook,
Dean Smith replied, "That's not a lot of hokey
in that book, but we follow Colby's guidelines
as set by the administration." He added, "The
Stu-J has as much power as we want to give
them, but we have been pretty liberal.''

HOW VALEN TINE'S DAY BEGAN

' ^ /?"|

by John A Hobson , J r .
J T ^ ^j W
Let's take you back , back-way-back-when ;
if
ffif
When snoozles lurked , and love was sin ;
{//^— vi' When vispers snarled , and ooglunks sighed;
ji
VAX
Where cfiut-chuts mope , and wigwongs hide ;
ml^B^y l
Yes, let 's go ba ck , t o that t im e w hen;
|/\^!v1A1
Dooms-Ominous ruled , and love was sin...
I A\m\J8H
...that hideous wretch , that contemptable worm . \\ ; |]J)j^(l
...that slime, that horror , that cancerous germ... \VJJ*j»si
...excuse me for my language please;
/w^f M^^M
But this dude was the biggest sleaze ;
[nS_rV ^"v_-k
During his rule no one could play;
vSk^A
i^
No one could laugh—get\ in his way;
nfl / AWV ¦
'
He controlled all , and to begin;
ftVKAk Ii
He proclaimed that :"Jove is a sin!";
J«l/\ j\
"No one will love," he said with glee;
OlS^j Jt
"And no one better try to flee!";
AJ]£^ y j k
For Sixty years this terror reigned ;
v^ Jy lm
And happiness was thus contained; '
tf j ^ /f^nM
But, sitchwogs come, and sitchwogs go;
. mLf / J\
l\
With pearly-whirps, from head to toe;
v>/^a/f f ( l l \ \
And things like Dooms are much despised;
oCjrcM W M
By young and old , the fools^ the wise;
JttWSRRr l
So when his reign , came crashing down;
V^_^5lf^S. I
And Dooms was dead—wrapped in his gown ;
ifl^ xLcJ ^l
The w.orpits came to claim their prey;
J^_(£w y_y
By swiftly sweeping Dooms away;
^^U__H__B1
Then Sassonice became the king;
a|jK flra
*
By virtue ,, love, and everything;
WxAl li
And right away he did proclaim;
'f ^ aw
That "love is good-let's all be game!"; .
Lv |
|
"And to catch up on our lost love ,";
riBs Jr
"Here is the plan I just thought of ,";
ASW M
"Once a year, in vwinter, say,";
Jv .b
"We'll honor love,!.. Valentine 's Day !";
Q/ l
And so it was, and so it is;
^H -fT*""^
Tis maybe not , not maybe 'tis;
m\- \J
But either way the point was clear ;
Ir sT
The/ land was ruled by love-not fear ;
1
^
So now the foons and slinks and slanks ;
Vjy /
And bots could piill their tricks and pranks; ¦ ' ¦ • ¦ ^f (""?"J
' „. "
The bunwops slid throughout the seas;
. .%J\V
While zlips and hanglongs manned the trees;
r^Mk
So If you see a lumplump smlrk;
Vk_ y v 5
^
Or watch a , laughing wiffle-scrk;
/
jfj ' j £ .
^
The reason for their mirth is clear;
W^m
It is /that special ti rnc of year ;
,. v
/
La joi ir ^en thoy ^
' j fe^'./^
!
:^SlllliMyj :
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Thanks Again, Canada
by Lisa Bailee
'
unlucky events unparalleled since Whit
Fourteen Colby students spending part of
more's Mules' 1980 season. The first of these
their Jan Plans in Ottawa, Canada were saved
occurred when one of the ' car drivers ,
from certain fina ncial ruin by the institution
separated from the rest decided to pull over to
which is fast gaining a reputation for saving
check a problem . with the steering and
Americans abroad everywhere - the Canadian
discovered tha t he had no use of his brakes.
Department of External Affairs .
The four students in the car, having been
The students ...experienced a chain of
Continued f r om page 5.

Location
Given Auditorium
Dana Lounge
Lovejoy 215
Lovejoy W6

Time

Partici pating Groups

6 - 8 PM
6 - 8 PM
' 6 - 8. PM
6 - 8 PM

Frats, 'Johnson, Averill
Dana , Foss/Woodrhan
Mary Low, Coburn , New Dorms
Off-Campus
East and West Quads

EPC RECOMMENDATIONS
Student meetings with subcommittee members, tonight, Feb.14:
A. CREDITS FOR GRADUATION: The current requirement of 105 basic credits plus 15
flexible credits will be retained.
B. THE CALENDAR:
1. After considering alternate ways of structuring the academic year, thecommittee decided to
retain the current arrangement of two semesters plus an interim term.
2. There will be a minimum of 39 class days per sequence (MWF ; TThF) each semester. There
will be a midsemester break of four days, from Saturday to Tuesday during the Fall Semester.
Each semester there will be a four day reading period extending from Saturday to Tuesday
prior to final exams.
C. THE COURSE LOAD: Departments should be encouraged to re-evaluate the credits given
for courses so that offerings can be raised from three bo four credits as appropriate. The
Committee has generally recognized that a course is a course, but that the credit system
permits greater flexibility than does the course system, expecially for short courses.

D. THE JANUARY PROGRAM: There are several arguments for keeping the January
Program in some form. First, January allows curricular innovation and experimentation
which would be more difficult in the regular semester. Second, it could allow greater flexibility
in students' programs and faculty work load if some courses in January are offered for credit.
It would allow students to reduce their credit load during regular semesters. In addition, there
are many features of the January Program that have been praised and are worth saving in' ¦
cluding indtependent study and internships.
1 '. :There is general recognition that a concerted effort .is needed to create a viable and
educationally valuable January Term. Therefore, the Comrnitteehas agreed that the January
Program should Contain the following features; :
;/ / '
1. January Programs will include both credit and non-credit options. Credited courses
(classroom seminars, independent study and field experience ) will be of fered for two or three
credits, either basic or flexible, if approved by departments and a January Program subcommittee of the EPC. Non-credit Jan Plans will continue to be offered. The Jan Plan
requirement for graduation can be satisfied by credit or non-credit programs. Flexible credits
obtained during January would be included in the 15 flexible credits that can be counted to
' . .-. ¦ -*
fulfill graduation requirements.
2. Students are expected to participate in at least three January Programs, one of which must
be taken during the freshman year. No student may enrollfor more than one January Program
in any given January. Students not enrolled in a January Program will not be permitted to
' remain on campus.
¦' "'.' ". ' • '
¦/' ¦ ¦- ¦v : .;\
,.
. . /;„ ••
3. Faculty who give Jan Plans will receive one-sixth of course load credit; In other words; in
consultation with their, departments, faculty members wlu> teach a January Program (or who
supervise a given number of independent studies ) can count January as one of the six courses
he or she is expected to teach during the school year. Faculty will be expected to teach alternate Januaries.
;• - . . '
4. A Director ot January Prog rams, who will be a tenured faculty member given substantial
released time, shall be appointed. The Assistant to the Dean of Faculty will work on Jan Plan
related activities under the Director 's supervision. The Director will work with the EPC, Dean:
of Faculty and Department chairpersons to:
a. Insure a mix of basic, flexible and non-credit programs,,

;

¦

b. Stimulate the development of new and Innovative course offerings and facilitate iri-'
terdiscipllnary offerings. The Committee has agreed that such a director is crucial if v/ehope
the best possible ;
to revi ta li ze the Jan uar y Program , and to give a now January Program
, ' / .' ¦' ' '/ ' ' ' , ' '" :
¦ '
chance to succeed, '
. 777U777
5. A January Fund should be available to allow for possible off-campus seminars (Colby iri'New
York City; Colby in Cambridge) and other programs which might, require extraordinary ex' ¦ ' .• "
'
'¦¦' ¦ ' ' • ' /' "' ¦¦•' "¦i ' " " ' ' •
penditures.
,
. "
/
.
. ;/. ' .7 " v ,., "'

The following faculty and students have participated in subcommittee deliberations ; they ;
would be happy to discuss these proposals with you informally should you wish to do so:
.Professors Beeman, Christiansen, Gemcry, Gimlet , Hauss, Mackenzie
, Rohrman ,,
-n , McArthur
¦

¦: iRosft W.Smith , Walfer ; StiidehtDdvld Sllkl r ^W 'n't y-; •;'>¦>

Pi" *V >.• 'tewf or. 'i *W:i 1

declared Missing-in-Action by a distraught
professor, were prevented from contacting
the rest of the group by a telephone operators'
strike in Ottawa. Thirty-six hours and one
large repair bill later , they managed to arrive
in the city.
Upon reaching the intended accommodations in Ottawa - the Nicholas Street
Jail-Youth Hostel
the. students, at first
thought they were seeing-the Canadian cousin,
of the.Bastille. Completewith foot thick wails,
iron bars, invigorating showers (no.hot
water ) , and convenient rafters -upon which
one could hang that "special someone" - the

9 Rape
Continued from page 1.

series made it plain that to a great extent, the
mass mentality enforced by peer pressure
negates the individual moral code and reinforces sexual stereotypes of woman- and
manhood. Further, and as is often pointed out,
when forced sex does occur it is often these
stereotypes that combine with guilt and
humiliation to prevent the victim from
reporting or discussing, or doing anything to
prevent further occurrences.
There are measures that are already
available for helping women deal with cases
of forced sexual_ relations at Colby. A "Selfbefense for Women" course is being offered
by the Physical Education Department this
semester. It is full , with 27 women enrolled,
and a new section is now being planned.
If a student needs help, the emergency
security number is x347, and the operator is
prepared to "drop everything." to insure
her safety. Also, if anyone feels afraid to wajk
home alone, they can call xO and Security will
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luxurious, surroundings seemed incredibly
alien to thesepeople who, after all , were used
to Colby dormitories. The move to a downtown hotel comprised another large unexpected expense.
Not . to 1 fear for these innocent /victims
though, for they were saved from their plight
by a smiling Canadian government official,
Jean -de Quimpers, who took the helpless
Americans under his wing and, demonstrating his ability to perform minor
miracles, generously saved their trip, not to
mention their bank accounts..
Thank you, Canada. Again.
escort them home.
Self-defense courses and escort systems,
however, do not deal with the causes of the
social problem, only the consequences. It was
awareness of the issue of acquaintance rape
that was Schwartz's primary reason for
bringing the film series to Colby. Dean
Seitzinger likes the series, because it "gets
people talking," whictK hopefully will help
ease the tension between the sexes, leading to
friendships in contrast- to tense "dating
situations."
Understanding the wider social forces and
ideologies that lead to a lack of communication between the sexes is a more
fundamental and long-term way of dealing
with forced sexual relations. Prof. Betty
Robinson is offering a Government course
this semester, entitled "The Political
Economy of Women: Transformation of
Political Theory.!/ Phyllis Mannocchi offers
English courses dealing with . Women's
Literature. Also, Annette Shaw offers a
French course oh 16th century Women's
Literature. Schwartz, Seitzitiger and student
Barb Neal are considering the possibility of
initiating a dorm workshop dealing in selfdefense.
Both men and women at Colby can join the
courses of fered, participate in the debate, and
help establish communication between the
sexes. Health Inspector David Agan pointed
out at the showing of "Acquaintance Rape
Prevent ion ," that for women to understand
what can happen*to;them ^ill j help only to a
point. Ultimately, it is also up totrriento reach
an understanding of women's issues an d know
what both partners desire and 'need in a
relationship, ;; 77m 7:7)7 77:. r
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and not just the quantity of the diet. The
distinction is not made very often in America
today, where_ mass-produced, chemically
treated - M'tificuIIIy^color^" and preserved
foods make tip the bulk Of most of bur diets. As
a result, this country has experienced an
increase of 450 percent in the number of
persons contracting epilepsy iii the fifty years
from 1920 to 1970. Over that same time period,
the incidence of7.diabetes increased 1800
percent and cancer over 300 percent.
The: old saying "caveat Emptor " (let the
buyer beware ) has taken ona new meaning in
our everyday life. The consumer today is
literally bombarded with hundreds of foods
that are not nutritious — not simply unnutntious, but rather, dangerous. The
average American in the 1970's consumed
almost seven pounds bf food additives per
year. Food: additives have ^ been shown to
cause hyperactivity, irritability, cancer and
various other unpopular conditions. . -*
The point of all of this is to show you that
yoii cannot rely on some "higher authority" to
ensure that you are eating what is good for
you — you must take the responsibility
yourself. If your body was a car you would
make sure you changed the oil filter regularly
and. used only gasoline in the tank —• you
would not use sugar, dirt or other' foreign
substances as well. Your body is not
replaceable and when it wears out, you cannot
just go out and buy this year's latest model.
• So, &ask you: does it made sense to eat
bread and rolls, made out of flour whicli; has
been refined and robbed of over forty
nutrients and then bad only a few replaced?
Does it make sense to eat meat if you do not
know what exactly is in it or what was fed to
the animal before it was slaughtered? Does it

The American Diet

7 by Jonathan Rosenthal
Lunchtime in America: ethoxylated mono- munchies and go to McDonald's, for a hamand diglycerides added as softeners; benzoyl burger. You never would have guessed that a
peroxide added as a bleach; potassium can of Alpo dog food would have been almost
^
bromate added as a maturing
agent; calcium twice as nutritious and about ten cents
propionate added as a preservative. The list cheaper.
goes on for many more lines before the end
"Great,"you say, "but so what?" Well, it is
product, the white bread in your sandwich, is your body we are concerned with here and
finally produced.
that should be important enough to you to
Now take a, look at that "meat" sitting warrant your attention. It seems so ironic tha t
between those slices of bread. Did you ever we are all here at this institute of higher
stop to think what actually goes into those big -learning to study biology, sociology, English,
mixing bowls in the processing plants? etc., yet we never stop to learn or think about
Nitrites and nitrates, two of the public's the most basic thing in our lives: our bodies
favorite additives sit proudly beside the and how to take care of them properly.
monosodium glutamate and its cohorts.
Albert Einstein once described most of what
Moving across the table to the Kool-aid we we learn as "a collection of prejudices which
run into fumaric/acid , sugar, mohosodium are fed;to us with a porridge spoon before,pur
phosphate,i propylene glycol, artificial color, eighteenth ^yearv" This seems so true : with
artificial/ flavor , ; calcium carbonate ,; and regard 7'' to / , riutritibh and diet. We
dicotyl sodium sulfosuccinate; And these are unquestionably accept so many fallacies
the mgriedfents ; that.^ arei listed on/ the about the food and, drink we ingest and the
packages; who knows what other mysterious "junk :food" ;road we have been oh almost
"wonder ingredients'' have managed to slip in from birth; v - M- My77' ' r 'y7 :: '" . ;/;.•:> " ; . unnamed and unnoticed?
' . v// :__vm ;7 , "Great," you say once again, ''but !like the
After that satisfying feast you are ready to taste of what I eat." A valid point, but natural
head;to the candy machine. You quickly; bite foods ; do not reiquire gi\ihg up something.
into a delicious chocolate-coyered^Baby Ruth Instead - you ' Will find-; yOu " have gained
— but wait a minute. That'shot chocolate/itis
something. That: something is good health.
a synthetic substitute made from cotton. Before we go oh amy further though, v/e need
Unfortunately, cotton is not considered a food to define what we are talkingabout. Diet is the
product by the F.D.A. so you may be tangling food/^ good Or; bad, you : consume, while
; pesticides; and nutrition is the food that the cells arid tissues
with some very ¦¦interesting
¦
fertilizers. > .- ¦ , ¦;/ . ./? . / . 7 ^ .7. - .- ;_ :v . m/ ; of your body/can utilize. In otherwords/it is
Later, on in the afternopii you get the the quality of the nutrition that is important
i

~
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make sense to eat pounds and pounds of
sugar-laden food every week? The average
American consumes over forty times more1
sugar (a non-nutritive-substance in its
processed state) than our founding fathers'
and mothers did three and a half centuries
ago? Does it not make sense to eat whole foods
in their natural state instead of processed,
treated, altered, synthesized, chemically
preserved foods?
This semester a group of people will be
writing weekly articles on. nutrition and on
how to keep your body well-tuned. Along with
these articles, there will be a series of movies,
slide shows, lectures, and discussion groups
dealing with food and proper nutrition. This
program will begin/on Monday, February 18
at 7:00 PM in the Robins Room in Roberts
Union with a slide-tape show called "Hamburger USA;" which is an overview of the US
food industry; There will be a discussion
following the presentation led by the head of
the Messalonskee Nutrition Education
Center. All those who are interested
¦ ' are invited to attend.
- '
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Colby
if azzs

Band
<v Traditional, nostalgic and modern jazz will
be played Saturday, Feb. 16 by the Colby Jazz
Band.
Directed by Adrian Lo, the 30-member
group will perform at 8 p.m. in Wadsworth
Gymnasium.,There is an admissioncharge to
the public; students with ID's will be admitted
for free.

Traditional selections will include
"Slaughter on ICth Avenue," by Richard
Rogers, and compositions by Duke Ellington
and Count Basic.
Tap dancing, rausic, songs arid other works
f r o mthe big band era will provide ndstSgia ; 7
"Rocky," "Spinning' Wheel>r and ''2002"
are among selectionsfrom the modernperiod.

Backporch
Blues Band
Blows
Out The Screens
In Foss
by Jane Hartzell
The right combination of people, time and
place came together last Friday night to
create a scene which is, I think, Colby social
life at its best. The occasion was a dance in
Foss Dining Hall with the Backporch Blues
Band playing for everyone's last hurrah of
Jan Plan.
The evening was ostensibly an ordinary
week-end dance catered by a student band,
but it developed into a tremendously high
energy interplay between dancers and
musicians. Participants from both groups
agreed that it was a mutual effort of input and
exchange. The more the crowd got into the
music, the more the band rocked,- which
further induced an anergetic response froiri
Ihe dancing, which in turn inspired the
musicians with even greater excitement.
The members of this talented band are
John Swenson on lead guitar and vocals ;
"Buffalo " Bob Hill carrying the rhythm along
with Danny Schultz also on rhythm guitar ;
Andy Frenkiel is the veteran bass player and
Bob Noyes t h e man on drums , And on this
occasion Geoff Ives joined the band to play
piano, The Backporch BlUes Band are wellknown for their performances at many Colby
parties in the past few years, and. they've
' earned themselvesan estimable reputation,
it is not merely the fine musicianship
contributed by each individual which makes
|for their quality performances, but "their
knack for selecting songs that are accessible
to any ear and especially to any ten toes. The
'band played classics from Eric Clapton, the
•Allman Brothers, Grateful Dead, Billy
Holiday and many jazz and boogie tunes.
Keeping close to the original versions/their
interpretations were not to bo discredi t ed for
their imitation. The dancers could enjoy loud
live versions of the best in rock 'n roll, jazz
and boogie, while the interested music appredators got oil on watching the individual
players as artists of their Instruments.
The dance started at 8:00 and went 'til 2:O0
a.m., stopping not by choice, but because of a
blown amplifier, and a sore pair of Hands on
the piano player. On the last number Swenson
delighted the crowd when he stepped down
from th e stage, joining the dancers, and
walled out a solo on his guitar. It was a
symbolic sight of the communal enjoyment
that went
crowd and the
band
.
¦
¦ • ¦ on between the
•. ' •
•, » ' ¦> .-' » - l
*
v." . •• > .. '. , ; /' .i., • ' , - .

\ Colby Jazz Band directed by- Adrian Lo
The cost of admission was $.50, beers were
$.40 a piece. Entertainment with so much selfparticipation is rarely that cheap, and . too
infrequently arranged. The "vibes" that
came from the people, who made the scene,
were too good to be now forgotten. The success of the dance should be a decree to
organize more such occasions on a regular
basis. There is nothing like a dance with a
^
dynamiter band
to stir up spirit and enjoyment. ,
It seems more than a shame, almost a
crime, that this was the first time all year that

Photo by Jason PeUetier

a piano was provided for Geoff Ives to play
with a band . To deny him the opportunity to
meet his potential, and to deprive an appreciative audience of hearhng him play is a
negligence whicli must be checked.
There will be a piano provided, as well as
guitars, drums and mikes for the Backporch
Blues Band to play at- the opening of the
Student Arts Festival Friday at 8:00 p.m., in
Given Auditorium. With luck,this could be the
beginning of a weekly dosage of a rich source
of .Colby talent,

AnnouncemeutsRoberts Union Gallery (open Mon. thru Sun.
8 a.m.-l .p.m;), Feb. 5-March 21 - "America
Through the Eyes of German Immigrant
Painters ." The show of 48 paintings includes
the western lan d scape of Albert Biersta dt an d
Emanuel G. Leutze's "Washington Crossing
the Delaware."
Bixler art and Music Center Picture Study
Area: exhibition of calligraphy by the
'
January Program Group
Miller library (open Mon. thru Fri, 8:30-12,
1-4:30) Feb. 1-29. Display of Peter Forman
Collection
of '¦'¦ Political
Campaign
Memorabilia.
Park Street Exhibitions, the gallery at
Craftscliool in Lewiston will be presenting
"Images of Woman" now until March 3. The
192 photographic print exhibit depicts women
in a; variety of roles, arid provides excellent
examples of contemporary ' techniques by
well-known photographers. The Park Street
Exhibit Is located at 35 Park Street in
downtown Lewiston and is open Mon, thru Sat.
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"Western Mysticism Both Historical and
Contemporary " is the title of a lecture to be
given by Sister Margaret Dorgan of the
Hermitage Monastery; In Orland, Maine. The
,
lecture will be in Rose Chapel at 7:00pm.
Stu-A Films: Fri. Feb.' 15-Wed. Feb; 20, All
showings in Lovejoy ioo; Admission $1.
Friday, Feb. 15 at 7:00 - Rebecca, 1940, with
Laurence Olivier, Joan Fonta ine, N igel
Bruce; Based on Daphne DuMaurier's novel,
\ the first half of our Alfred Hitchcock; double
feature is his first American . 'film>A y oung
girl marries a stately gentleman and finds hor
life turned into a turmoil bf self-doubt due to
th e dominating ( meipofy (of Ws first wife,
Rebecca.
Academy Award for best picture.
' ' - '77>- :T\mi77: 7r 7.77., ,: ;
':( : ¦• . ¦¦' 7r 77
At 9:00-;To;Catcli n ; Thief,? 1955r with' Gary
Grant , Grace Kelly .In this Hitchcock thriller,.
Gary .plays a reformed jewel thief known as
"The Cat.".Suspected of a"new rash of thefts
on the French Riviera, ho devises a plan with
the aid of; a pampered heiress ( Kelly) to
v
capture' the •realthief.
¦
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Metheny Retu rns
v Colby welcomesback, with enthusiasm, the
PatMetheny Group, one of the best jazz-rock
bands on the scene. , ; '/' _;•"•
Metheny hails • from Missouri, where- he
comes from ; a- musical family.' ¦ Says
Pat, "...when the time came that I was getting
into music, the guitar; was one instrument
(my parents) didn't want me to play. So,
being a rebellious fourteen year old, that was
the one I definitely wanted to play;"
Pat and his band have a new album
"American Garage" but he is probably best
known on campus for his "Phase Dance"
from an earlier record/Among his numerous
credits with other artists Metheny-hasplayed
with jazz greats Hubert Laus, Paul Bley,
Clark Terry, Louis Bellson.
The individual interests of the Pat Metheny
Group are too broad to be contained by any
one idiom. Metheny has described himself as
"basically an Orriette. Colemari-styled free
player," yet his compositions reveal a robust
sense of structure'. . Pat has experimented
extensively with unusual string tunings in an
attempt to break the "conditioned patterns"
and responses that guitarists habitually fall
into, and is working toward the development
of. a new and cliche-fee syntax for his instruments.
For the musically sophisticated, and the
average concert-goer an evening, with the Pat.
Metheny Group is ^entirely pleasurable, and
memorable, as anyone who saw them two
yearsago will tell you.
Social Life proudly presents 'the Pat
Metheny Group Thursday, Feb; 21 at 8:30, at
Wadsworth Gymnazium; Tickets are $4 for
students, $5 for non-students, and they can be
bought at the Student Activities office in
Roberts.

Saturday, Feb. 16at 6 & 9:45 - Doctor Zliivagd,
1965, with Omar Sharif , Julie Christie, Hdd
Steiger, Alec Guineas,.; Geraldine Chaplin.
This epic film paints a vivid portrait of Nobel
Prize winner Boris Pasternak's unforgettable
characters, The anguish of the Revolution \nd
its splintering effect on Russian society is told
in very human terms as it aff ects the lif e an d
loves of Yun ZhlvagOj doctor and poet.
Doctor Zlilvago
Sunday . Feb. 17at2 :00¦
Wednesday^vFfeb. 20 - Gaslight , 1944, with
Ingrid Bergniah; ;Charles Boyer, Joseph
Cotton, directed by George,; Cukbr. Iri Victorian London,: Bergman marries a brooding
pianist¦ hot knowing, that;'her. murdered her
aunt. When they move into the house she
inherited from her¦ aliht; lie tries to drive her>
¦ "..
" • './. '' ; ,/¦ ' ; ,;.. .'
insane.

The Echo welcomes nny writers interested '
in contributing /to .; the Arts department.
Record^ restaurant and movie reviewers are
particularly
desired , f a_ well as eager and
willing j ournalists to rise to the call of duty;
; ' v'
Please
callJone
Hartzell
at
ext. 549.
¦'
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''Rosencrantz
For those membersof the Colby community
who sometime doubt the soundness of the
College's January Program,;a trip to Strider
Theatre last, weekend should have proved
¦
s&utai-y;
/// .;;:.- -. "- ^::7':77 M . .- /
For three evening performances and a
matinee a student cast, under the directiori of
Bfenda Bowen '80, performed Tom Stbppard's challenging Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are Dead. The care and effort

Becky Rogers,Doug Mear ^and Gerry Hill in
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead."

,,
& GlliI-lellsterll Pleases

: by Steven Bauer
mm
which Ms. Bowen and her cast expended upon
the production were everywhere evident , and
she and Jher two principals, Doug Mears '82
and Gerry Hill '82, should receive credit for
"considerably mofeTban a Jan Plan.
Stoppard's " confection,
an
ersatz
Elizabethan Everyman, presents us with
Hamlet from the viewpoint of two of that
play 's supernumeraries, the instinctual and
visceral Rosencrantz and his more cerebral

Photo by Victor Vesnaver

Ah Evening With Hal Prince
t by Becky Peters
The first question directed at Hal Prince
after his lecture Monday night was "What are
you doing all the way up here?" Lovejoy 100
seemed an extrememly odd place in which to
find' a Broad-way producer. Nonetheless, the
producer of musicals such as The Pa jama
Game, Company, Follies/Sweeney Todd and
Evita (need one say more? ) waved away the
inevitable question, saying simply "New York
can get like a cocoon. Dangerous isolation. "
In an informal workshop held before his
lecture, Hal Prince discussed the theatre
business; aiming his talk to several in .the
audience who admitted they were committed
to making a career out of the theatre. Calling
it "the mast interesting liiieyou can have,"
the producer simultaneously proclaimed that
theatre is by definition an obsession. Actors
and actresses who are lonely or frustrated
have, feels Prince, merely .inhaled the
essence of their professio$|j /
Mr, Prince believes that genuine talent has,
and always will be, recognized as such. The
one real question, though, is what and who
determines talent. For Hal Prince , w hat
Q distinguishes the professional fromi^ wouldbe is a simple stillness-and truthfulness. In
only two minutes of auditioning time, Prince
"'.¦¦can make this distinction.
Hal Prince then went on to confess that he
feels drama schools are worthless,/''I've had
' • scores of actors and actresses who must stop
word
and ask the meaning of every trisyllabic
¦
they encounter in rehearsal.-" ¦ Definitely the
, most important thing in theatre should be a
literary education. An absence of Information
on/tlie r part b f; actors , and' increasingly
playwrights as well, is dangerous," In
keeping . with this philosophy, Prihqe , hands
out dictionaries as opening night presents to
, .' ;' ' ' '7
'' his iess-weli-infqrmed ingenues:'
•
Mr;
Prince
'/lecture
's
Monday night was a
.
© general discus-ion of modern theatre both its
¦ . " •/ condition and direction ,
^'Mov ies and
;¦ television don't demand collaboration from
t
their audiences . Wo can shout at each other
over
the < jab le while I 'watching' . TV. In a
".¦ ' ¦;; theatre, However, .actors and actresses arc
intensely aware of their audience, If one
p
¦ erson stan ds up to got a dr i nk , everyone
''/ ^' ¦'¦ ; kndws or s'ehsq's. it, '• ¦;' ' . ¦;'';.,¦- , ' : . - ,• '/,'// ''; ,' . ' /

. Hal Prince must abandon his stint as lecturer for the season because rehearsals for a
revival of West Side Story begin on Monday.
In case any seniors are reading, Mr. Prince
landed a summer job immediately after
graduation as director of a summer stock
theatre company. The prospectus he handed
the job agency was a list of fictitious plays
he'd never directed, in towns small enough so
that no one would check , "It worked,"
laughed Prince. "The only thing that mattered after I got the job was whether I could
direct, not whether I ever had. And I could."
So far, it would seem that Hal Prince can and
has done practically everything he's intended.
"' Photo by Penny^ Janzen '

companion Guildenstern. Caught in the action
of Shakespeare's tragedy, they appear to us
as men who have lost their bearings, who
have neither the wit nor the resourcefulness to
understand whatswirls around them, and Who
meet an untimely end through a curious
combination of circumstance arid fate. No
longer sure of their directions, they try to
piece together their predicament, aware only
of an increasing sense of their own mortality.
As Guildenstern remarks to Rosencrantz,
''Words, words.They're all we have to go on."
In the play's metaphysical conceit, they're
all the audience has as well. Luckily, Stoppard has stocked his wind-up toy with all sorts
of little bits bf imagination, invention,
pseudophilosophy, and occasionally dazzling
comedy, both high and low. And since most of
the lines are spoken by the two "mam
characters, any production of the play must
rely to . a great-extent on the talents of the
actors who take those parts. Ms. Bowen is
indeed fortunate to . have found Mears and
Hill. For the most part their banter was
convincing , rapid-fire, and; involving ; Their
timing of some of the play 's "set pieces" was
remarkable/particularly in. the difficult game
of "Questions" which Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern play.
I -found Hill's opening a bit too resigned,
hoping as I was for more hysteria in the
sequence during which he spins coins against
the law of probabilities, but as the, scene
progressed he found the right tone for
Guildenstern, a character who believes,
wrongly, that his powers of rational inquiry
can resolve the absurd dilemma in which he
finds, himself. Hill's Guildenstern was pompous without being overbearing, and by the
play 's end he was oddly vulnerable, defeated
but not annihilated.
Mears, for me . was the p|ay's revelation.
He_ has both range and depth as an actor and
managed to make the bumbling Rosencrantz
deeply comic yet also moving. His concern for
his friend,his vain attempts to see through the
blur of incontrovertible evidence being accumulated, gave him a stature worthy of our
empathy . He male the density of Rosen-

Pr ev iew

crantz's mind palpable, as we watched him
slowly battle to an understanding, and he
provided two of the evening's highlights — the
"life in a box" speech from Act II, and his
impersonation of the English king in Act III, a
lovely satiric jab at regal foolishness. The fact
that both he and Hill are sophomores is good
news for any of us who enjoy theatre. The role of the Player, alternately jocular
and threatening, allows us a glimpse of the
play 's artifice, its superstructure. Becky
Rogers '79 played the part with panache. She
had firm command of her group of tragedians
fallen upon hard times and managed to introduce the proper sinister note into her
character when it came time for her troupe to
enact the demise of Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern. The tragedians themselves
handled their pratfalls, mincing, and mime
with gusto.
The play, acclaimed in the sixties as a
landmark in modern drama, seemed a Mt thin
in the re-viewing. In 1980, the existential
vagaries of some of the play's meditations on
mortality, particularly the philosophical
exposition assigned to poor Guildenstern,
were less than revetting. And I had a few
quibbles; with the production. In order for
Rosencrantz's and Guildenstern's plight to
have meaning, the two need to find them-,
selves in the midst of a Hamlet of some
dignity and passion; yet Shakespeare s action
was played as broad comedy — slapstick, in
fact. I would make an exception for David
Strage '82, whose Horatio gave the play's
closing moments a touch of real pathos as be
declaimed over the body-strewn tableau
which ends Hamlet. And funny as it was,
Guildenstern's lapse into a Down East accent
for one line was incongruous at best in a play
set in 17th century Denmark ;
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern is a difficult
play to direct; it is long and talky, interspersed with , metaphorical monologues,
full of frivolous wit and short on dramatic
action. Ms. Bowen staged the production with
a full awareness of this, She moved her actors
with assurance and invention and a grace
which belied the play's static structure. That
so much of the timing and delivery seemed so
right, that so much of the comedy maintained
a high level of sophistication, is due, I think, to
hertalent.
. Ms. Bowen and her cast can well be proud of
their considerable achievement. The fact that
the production was rehearsed and presented
within the confines of a month of independent
study makes the achievement even more
impressive. For those students who take the
opportunity and exploit it, Jan Plan clearly
works.

Student Art s Festival Begins

The Student. Arts Festival, a month-long
celebration of student and guest performances and exhibitions, begins this weekend. Thecalendar of events is as follows:
Friday, Feb. 15 the Jette Gallery and Given
Auditorium in Bixler will be the setting for
musical, dance and artistic displays. At 7:00
p.m. in the Gallery the Colby Dancers will
perform, accompanied by flutists Chris
Ahlstrom and Jean Rosenblum,, with Andy
Luce bnpia .no. The theme for the gathering is
Impressionism and everyone is encouraged to
dress in appropriate costume,
"Following the Dancers is a concert at 8:00 in
Given, Among the student performers will be
the Backporch Blues Band* Floyd's Motel, the
Colby-Eight and the Colby-Ettes. Selected
student art works will be on show throughout
the Festival in the Jette Gallery, open Monday through Saturday 10-12, 1-4:30, and
Sundays 2-4:30, ,
Every Wednesday for the month there will
be a symposium given by a craftsman in
residence, Each will include lectures,
demonstrations and workshops In a certain
medium. The first Wednesday of the Festival,
Feb, '20, Fred. Tenebaiim, an art ist of sta ined
9-12 and
glass works , will meet with students
¦
1-2:80 in Roberts Gallery ; ;; ,• ' ' ¦, ' , " '¦ • ,
Sunday, Feb , 24 there will be a student short
storyreading in Jette Gallery at,3:00 p.m.. :'
/The craftsman in residence for Wednesday,
Feb, 27,; is/ Laurie Adams, a potter , who;will
givea demonstration, in Roberts Gallery 10-12 ,
arid hold a workshop
in ¦the.pbttery
¦
¦ '¦ 2-4
¦; from
room;, 1 . .
. /,;• . .; ' ,' • ///>;'' '• '
"• >¦ . •> ¦

The Arts Festival welcomes Charles
Simmons, sculpture, to speak about his work
at 8:00 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 28, in Given
Auditorium.
Monday, March 3 Stephen Brooke . will
lecture on conservation and restoration of fine
art work. His speech is entitled "A Meeting of
art and Science," and will be given at 8:00
p.m. in the Smith .Room at Roberts,
Wednesday, March 5 there is a craftsman
demonstration . and workshop in weaving,
from 9:30-12, and 1-2:30, in the Roberts
Gallery,
Mime, juggling, unicycling and improvisation are the talents of Randy Judlins,
"Jud the Jester" who will perform in Lorimer
Chapel Friday, March 7, at8:00 p.m..
On Wednesday, March 12, Maureen Hough,
maker of wooden marionettes is the craftsman in residence, She will hold a demonstration from .10-12, an d a wood carv i n g
workshop from 2-4 in the Roberts Gallery.
Thursday, March 13 is Multi-Media Night,
This is an occasion for Colby art students and
musicians to unite. More definite plans of
time and place will be posted.
The show closes Sunday, March 16. This is
the last day to see the student exhibits in Jette
Gallery,
.
Micki Mullen, the Festival's coordinator,
desteryes commendation for the selection and
organization of events, The Festival provides
the campus with a variety of opportunities for
art istic appreciation and acknowledgement Qf
the work of fellow students.
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On Sunday, February 10, starting at 7:00
p.m., between 800 and 900 Waterville
Democrats gathered at the Waterville High
School auditorium for the city 's Democratic
Party caucus. Among the group were a
substantial number of Colby students, faculty,
and administrators.
Because of the early date of the Maine
caucuses this year, there ' has been considerable national attention focused on the
state. AIL.three of the Democratic candidates
have spent considerable efforts in trying to
win in Maine. Both Sen.. Kennedy and Gov.
Brown have made extensive campaign swings
throughout the state . both visiting Waterville
(Gov. Brown made three trips to Waterville one of . which was to Colby). Mrs. Carter
represented the President in Waterville.
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Many of the Kennedy supporters, on ; fhe
other hand, while conceding some of Brown's
strength, felt apprehensive about what they
perceive as his excess radicalism. According
to Colby student Steve Nichols: "Brown is too
radical, he is incompatible with mainstream
America." Whereas Kennedy was perceived
as being dynamic; experienced, and better
able to work with the Congress.

Supporters of President . Carter .- were ,apparently in a minority among . Colby participants at the caucus.But his supporters felt
"secure with his honesty and his handling of
foreign affairs ", according to a recent Colby
alumni. He -is also viewed as.';being more
moderate than either Brown or Kennedy; .
Dean of students -E a r i s m i t^
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The following is the final results for ward
three:
. ""

Kennedy

,

Carter

¦ '
¦
• .. :
' : ' ' ; "' :
Brown

¦
I •¦
I

,

Votes

104
69
51

Delegates
2
/ 2
.1

% of Total
46.5
30.8
22.8
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The Waterville Democratic caucus was
opened by Colby Government Professor
Albert Mavrinac , who is the outgoing city
Democratic Chairman. In his opening
remarks, Mavrinac stressed the importance
of the Maine caucuses because of the national
attention focused on its outcome. He also
called for party unity and predicted that
whoever is finally nominated by the
Democratic Party, whether it be Gov. Brown,
Sen. Kennedy , or President Carter, "wqiild
certainly be better than whoever . the
Republican Party nominates.'-
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Bro wn ' l
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A Presiden t and a Sinaior
,
Although" not pivotal, Colby supporters of
Brown and Kennedy did possibly enhance theI
position of those two candidates in the final
outcome of the voting in the ward three
caucus. This was probably especially true .in I
the case of Gov . Brown. City-wide, Brown
only received 16 percent of the votes, in ward
three, he received 22 percent.

¦

The following is the results for Waterville as a
whole: .

n

'

'

'

¦

¦

, .
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The only particularly unusual "incident" of
the evening occured when Colby student Doug
Herbert, disregarding warnings* spoke out of
order and called upon 17 voters to defect to
Kennedy so that' Kennedy/could pick up an
additional delegate at the expehse of Carter,

The meeting then broke up into ward
caucuses with each ward electing delegates to
the state party convention to be held in
Bangor later in the month. Colby College is
situated within ward three of Waterville,
The turnout by members of the Colby
community was good. Sen. Kennedy and Gov. '
Brown ' appeared to be favorites among
Colbyites, whose participation did have some
impact on the outcome of the caucus.

As to whether there is any resentment by
rWat ervil le , residents; to participation by rioh.- /
''''permanent.;'rcside'hts'/like':.;6oiby';students in „
the local political process; Colby's Dean Earl ,
Smith, who is active in local politics, felt tha t . '/ there is little or ho/resentment; at least not; 7
when it involves a Presidential race. He noted
'¦¦ that only in;the Case of a local election does
/ there ' ever gceur any, resentrheht to such
1 participation, /
777:MMr{ 7' 77 ; :7-' ':. : ' - .

Many Colby supporters of Gov. Brown noted
his clear stand against nuclear, power,;
reduction In military spending, and opposition;
to the draft as their reason for supporting
.v.- • ¦
him. , ; . '.' •

7 Two Colby ; stu d ents wore electe d at th e
I Caucus : Lisn Hallee,; Delegate from Ward 1,
fand Barb '/.Neal ,'' Alternate/ from /Wa rd 3,/
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Photo by Penny Janzen
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First. L ady Roslyn Carter visits Brookside Elemen tary School
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Brown -addresses cap acity crowd in L ovejoy
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Joseph delega t io n to Waterville caucus
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Someth ing To Shout About
The Maine Blackbears 2, the Colby Mules 1,
the way college hockey should be played. Or
for that matter, this was the essence of what
SPORTS is all about. There was no talk of
calling off the game because of the world
political situation; there was no bickering
over the cost of tickets; there were no walkouts by members of either squad; no fights
between spectator and athlete, just pure sport
. .
at its finest. It was a treat. .
Yet there was more to the game than the
outstanding; performances by the athletes;
the involvement of the fans in the game. No
matter how hard I try, I can not separate the
two. They were interdependent and they were
one.
. .
As; part of this frenzy, I can say that I have
experienced few events like the hockey game
this past weekend. There was electricity in
the air from "the initial drop of the puck to the
final countdown. It was almost a .treat to see
the Blackbears of Orono net their first goal of
the evening ; the "other" Alfond Arena exploded in a wave of thunderous applause
similar to the Iranian chants which we are
now so accustomed to.Tt .wasn't a polite hand
clapping exercise, but a "happening " which
sent 4000 plus zealots info a dancing delight;
one so dramatic that you felt embarrassed
that you weren't a part of it. In a way, it was
very much a religious experience; the crowd
forgot about everything but the fact that
Orono had just knotted the contest. The game of course ended in a disappointing, but not disheartening defeat for
those from Colby. We were not only treated to
college athletics at its finest, but an experience which many of us at Colby just aren't
a part of. There are exceptions •— the soccer
championship a year ago; the final football
game this season and the final hockey game in
the 77-78 campaign vs. the Polarbears of
Bowdoin, but these events of athletic excellence are but that, exceptions. What are
the crowds like at most athletic events on the
Hill? Sad, and for the athletes "and coaches,
frustrating.
.• v
It's unfortunate, but "we" at Colby don't
remove ourselves from the confines of our
dormitories as often as a sporting schedule
requires. Unless a team is playing a "big"
game or has a player of extraordinary skills
as a Mike McGee or a LeeJohnson,The"Colby

community will, not take that wintry walk to
the fieldhouse to support their clubs. And then
when these adventurous sorts attend these
events, one would think that they would spend
most of the time keeping themselves warm,
ranting and raving. But this is far from the
case. Instead of exuberance, Mule crowds
display little, if any emotion. Jit times the
crowd even seems to be embarrassed to
disengage themselves from their statuesque
positions of innocence. /
In contrast to the enthusiasm or "size of the
crowd at UMO on Saturday, the crowd at the
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Norwich hockey game this psist Friday night
was sickening. And it has not just been hockey
which has suffered a noticeable decline in
attendence, but men's basketball and
women's hockey as well. True, there is no
longer a Lee Johnson netting goal upon goal
for the women's ice hockey team, but the
women have nevertheless reeled off nine
straight victories, the women's basketball
squad is currently ranked fifth in the "East
with an>ll-3 record, yet they have to beg for Frosh Ellen Tupper has dominated the boards all
fans to show up at Wadsworth Gymnasium.
Yes, apathy has been harped on before. The
disease will probably be with us for the
eternity of civilization so I wqn't belittle you
for not caring. Instead, I ask you to try, to see
what you're missing and to see how you can
contribute to the athletic program at the
college. These athletes work too hard not to be
appreciated and the vast majority of the
Colby populous, most of whom go through four
years here without experiencing an event
similar to the frenzy at UMO on Saturday, are
B y J ONATHAN G REEN SPAN
the true losers. But why ami writing this
anyway ? Those, who pass over the Sports
pagesare the vast majority of those who I am
The women have already surpassed the
trying to reach. And for those of you who do
total
amount of victories registered by the
venture down , if all you're trying to do is to
team
a year ago and are well oh their way to
keep warm, clapping does a lot more for your
sporting
the best seasonal record ever posted
hands than sitting on them. .
by a women 's basketball squad at Colby. The
club possesses better talent than in years
past; a foundation of seniors who provide both
leadership and invaluable experience; and a
six foot one inch freshman , Ellen Tupper, all
of which have combined to" make a tremendous improvement in the play of this year's
team. Ranked among the best in the MAIAVf
for most v.of the season, the women were
placed fifth by the Boston Globe in this week's
New England Division II sta ndings.
.
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year long, averaging over 14 rebounds per game..

Photo, by Whit Draper .
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In New England
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OFFENSIVE: Supporting an 11-3 record to
date , one may not give much credence to my
criticism of the women 's basketball squad,but offensively there have been faults. Turnovers have proved costly, the major cause
for this being that new people have been
forced to handle the ball this year. In the past;
the squad relied solely..on Jan Barker, to bring
the ball up: and; now ithal she is gbne v both
Valavahis and Alter must pick' up the
responsibility; both bf' whom have had to
make adjustments to this added chore, Alter,
onco;, a power, forward is now playing ' her
proper position and Patty has ' had trouble
keeping the ball low while dribbling, These
are two of the major , reasons why the club has
avera ged close to 24 turnovers per contest.
"/The; squad , possesses several top shooters
and .this abundance of'turnove rs haS'cost'the
^cJubsUty.ty j t^
noyors of course,, the club would have the

potential to post more points on the board.
Playing stiffer opposition than in years past,
the women are averaging over 60 points per
outing, an increase of several points from a
year ago. On the whole, the women have shot
reasonably well from the floor, hitting on
close to 42 percent from the floor. In the club's
recent loss to Husson however, the squad
connected on but 21 of their 70 field goal attempts and this cost them the game. Upfront ,
the club possesses the potential to add to their
scoring punch, Nancy Chapin pitches in seven
per outing from down in close and Sue Kallio
averages eight per contest, but this can be

>
wMaaei-Cs!
Basketb all
improved, Kallio has the talent but she must
lcarri to feel comfortable with the, ball. A
sophomore, this talented athlete still lacks the .
consistency /needed from her. The biggest
story of all- has been the herculean play; of :
freshman.Ellen Tupper who has contribu ted ¦¦''
fourteen points per outing, Yet," Ms. Tupper .
has the capacity to. contribute .much ihore to
the attack. An excellent shooter dow n close,
the frosh"av er ag es but ten. shots per game and ¦
should be putting , up close (to twenty, per
contest, The loading scorer for the Mules is oO
course Patty Valavtmls (17-pe r game) who
recent ly b ecame t h e wom en 's first 1000 point
career scorer, . .. ,., ' , - , >,/;/.• ; . . ,,/ ¦_ , ..;, - ¦ ;
•
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Missed Oppor tuni ties
DEFENSE: On the whole, the defense has
playedwell, but as the offense, the backliners
have yet to reach their full potential. Turnovers have proved costly, an inability to
clear rebounds in front of the net and mental
lapses have all been prevalent.
• With the new system instituted by Coach
Goulet, the defensemen have been forced to
accept added responsibilities as well as added
pressures. At times, this-has cost the Mules,
and with the injury to Myles Grady, the
team 's top stickhandling defenseman, the
team lacked the ability to move the puck
properly. On the positive side there have
been more pluses than minuses with the play
of the defense) , has been, the smooth tran-

BY/JONATHAN ; GREENSPAN
"Sporadic" probably best sums up the play
of this year's men's hockey team. The squad
possesses more talent than in year's past, an
advanced system/ of . puck control, some
talented freshmen "and a solid nucleus of
experienced veterans. Then what has been the
problem? In only a few games, have the
Mules reached their potential, the 4-3 victory
over Merrimack, the 3-2 OT loss to Middlebury, the 4-1victory over Williams, the 10-4
triumph over.Norwich and the 2-1loss to UMO
this past, week-end? As in season's past, the
Mules have failed to attain the level, pf 'consistency" needed ot a top club. Hopes of a
home playoff bid were recently dashed when
the club dropped away contests v to both
Plattsburg ; arid;. New England;; today Mule
anxieties are directed towards the bid itself.

Men 's v
¦ v : 'S0ockey
sition of freshman Jini JUqherty into the
system and the return of lanky Bruce Barber
to top playing fbrih. Bruce, the possessor of
the team's quickest shot from the point, has
netted two goals and has produced numerous
opportunities for Mule forwards to pick up
rebounds: Paul Quaranto, a team captain, has
been a steadying influence among the
backliners as have beteran defensemen Don
Bolduc and Brian McGrath. Both 'Due' and
McGrath have jp articularly stood out because

\\. OFFENSE: Probably the club's biggest
weakness this year and a puzzlement to many
has been the lack of a potent attack. The
Mules have had the opportunities to put the
'" puck home, but as seen in the club's statistics,
; they have just failed to do so. Asidefrom the
two Boston State triuriiphs/ ttie club has
averaged less, than three scores per game; a
(///¦ year 1ago, the squad averaged'just over five
per contest. AU the veterans; are back, so
there has been no drastic transition, and those
freshmen joining the club 1 this .season have
integrated/nicely into. , the system. For a
portion of the campaign, Danny Batten led the
. club in scoring and Unemate Marshall .Hogan
is playing an increasing role in each game.
Then what or where has the problem been?
It is tough to put a finger on and for most of
the season . Coach' Goulet found out that
playing 'musical chairs* with the-lines was
not the ariswer.Tt has just been an uncanny.
inability to finalize offensive opportunities
into scores. Of the forwards, Dale Hewitt (13
G. 19A. a year ago; 3G. 9A. this year) has had
trouble converting as have Ed Ofria (16 G.
16A. a year ago; 6 G. 7A. this year) and Bob
Q Norton. Only Dan O'Halloran who has been
playing the best hpckey of his career, and Jay
Driscoll will surely surpass-their individual
efforts of a year ia'gb. Yet there is some
promise as demonstrated by the terl goal
explosion vs. Norwich, the much improved
passing oyer the week-end and a very evident
improvement hv the Mule powerplay. The
team needs the Pat ' Murphy of the last two
games as well as more clean shots from the
point. The Mules have had to struggle for
goals for most of the campaign , yet the club
now seems to be skating with more confidence
offensively arid with a more determined
:;
v
¦desire
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The first' recipient of the
prestigious Athlete of the Weiek
Award as chosen by the Sports
Editors of the Colb y ECHO , is
Senior netrninder J oe Faulstich ,
In the 2 1 thriller vs. Orono ,
J oe battled Maine's J im Torto rella shot for shot unt il the waning
moments of the contest when
Maine scored the winn er. J oe
thwarted 28 shots - as he did the
night before in the club 's 10-4
triumph over the Norwich Cadets .
When at his best , Faulstich
has few peers within college hockey today. Literall y the backbone
of the Mule squad for each of
the past -four seasons, the status
of Joe's health was a major concern for the club at the beginning of the cam paign. But, preseason worries are well 1 behind the
the squad now as J oe has tended
net in each of the Mule contests

of their ability to hit and intimidateopposition
forwards: In' addition; each of these performers have, kept a cool head during the
campaign in contrast to Mules who has cost
-he_.ieam several penalties , at inopportune
times. The Mules' backliners haveI handled
themselves well, exp<^iaUy defensively/but
need to be quicker with their shots and more
aggressiveoffensively.
GRADE S
GOALTEMMNG:Probably the biggestand
most important difference between this
year 's club and last is an injury free Joe
Faulstich. He is/undoubtedly the key to the
Mule's defensive success,this season and the
team's goals against average of just over 3
supports this conclusion. Last season without
Joe, the team gave up over five goals per
contest (12 times six or more) compared to
only once this year. Recipient of this week's
ECHO athlete of the week award for his
stellar performance this past week-end at
Orono. Only problem has been with rebounds
in front of the net; otherwise what more could
you ask for?
GRADE APENALTY KILLING: The club has performed well on the- whole but again, ( op
ponents have scored 24.6 percent of the time),
mental mistakes due to a lack' of concentration at times has cost the Mules. For
the penalty killing unit to be effective, the box
must remain in tact; if it breaks down, we get
zapped. Despite the blowout, of Norwich, the
Cadets were able to capitalize on three of their
power plays, a hurting statistic. Perhaps this
was a letdown due to the lopsided score, but
this should be no excuse. Up front, Danny
O'Halloran and Danny Batten have performed well while Bob Norton and Pat
Murphy have been paired to form a tenacious

tandem on the penalty killing unit. Played
wesU vs;.Maine
^
GRADE BFOWERPLAY : An/inability to capitalize
early in the season when the Mules possessed
a man advantage severly hurt the club. In ,
their first six - contests, the powerplay ;
registered only 11.5 percent of the time (3 bf
26) and over the first 9 contests, the club only
converted 6 of 41 attempts for a meager 14.6
percent. Since that time, the team has scored
on 12 of their 41 opportunities, doubling their
early season output by 100percent and raising
their seasonal output to 21.9 percent; a vast
improvement. The personnel on the powerplay has been switched around many a time
this year and perhaps the big stabilizing
factor on the return to its potency vhas been the
return of Bruce Barber to the point. Teamed
with Hewitt, these two have managed to get
off many more quick shots than the club had
been snapping off earlier in the campaign.
Perhaps the two biggest problems still remain
though, the club doesn't shoot enough, nor do
they crash down jon the net when the shot is
taken.
GRADE C+
After last night's contest vs. Bowdoin, the
Mules must finish out their campaign on. the
road against some stiff opposition. Of the
ramaining five opponents, four are fighting
for one of the eight play-off spots in the tough
Eastern Division of Division II. In addition, in
head to head competition vs. these clubs a
year ago, the Mules Were winless. If the club
plays as they did this last weekend, then they
should be/in a good position to capture a
tourney bid; if the squad's intensity slides,
then it might be another long spring for the
men on skates.

this season.
Carrying a very neat goals
against average of 3.1, Joe has
been close to the top of Division
ITs goaltending statistics throu ghout the year. If there is one single reason why Colby has cut

Athlete of
the "Week
Fefo.3-10
down its goals against average a

full two goals a game from a
year ago, the answer is Mr. Paul
stich. Reci pient of the club' s
Most Valuable Player Award in'
each of his first two seasons at
Colb y, this premiere netrninder a
gain will be highly considered
when the award is presented at
year's end . • ' ./
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Mules Bow
In a see-saw battle last

By /JOHN MIJNSEY
', '

Co-captains Blake Hodess and Joel Solomon
have . qua lified for the ¦ 500 and 1000 yard
freestyle aiiS the 200 yard* Tbreaststroke,
respectively,; Larry Bradley and / Sandy

l--- i-H«MMMa -<--__ MM -M__H
_

Men's
-^immirigr
¦

"

'

'

The Men 's Swim Team , relying Oh Individual talent to keep their ' heads above; ;
water, currently supports a 4-2 record with
two dua l meets rema inof
in g in "the- season,
illustrating thi^ surplus individual talent/
; will be the fair amount of exposure that the
Mules will receive next month at the New
' England ' Swimming " Championships at , Whatiey have also qualified.
.; Springfield College,
Although the team has suffered humiliating
<*¦*>! Brian Daly tops the list of qualifiers for the
defeats at the hands of UNH and Acadia
New Englands. Daly, a standout in this, his ' University, the/ club has had many bright
freshman year of competition , has set school
.spots. One such highlight was against Norrecords ' in the 500 and " 1000 yard freestyle - theastern University, Uio
^
events. He is currently undefea ted in fourteen
meet of the campaign. At the
half-way point of
trips to the starting blocks; competing in the i thei meet Colby .trailed , by;one point (31-30).
lpo,.200, soprano" 1000 yard freestyle ovontsj
-Wins by Daly in thp 100 and'500 yard freestyle ,
"< *'X. '«? 7':77* ,7:. :7U'W :M7 i : 7iM7> '7 " :7U^77,
.
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events, and second place finishes by Hodess in
the 500 yard freestyle and Solomon In the 200
yard ttreastroke kept Colby wjthtri striking
yard breaststroke kept Colby within striking"
raiigc with only one remaining event— the 4 x
100 . yard freestyle relay .* The team of
McCurdy, Hodess , Parrot , and Bradley
turned in an outstanding effort/beating the
Northeastern , relay team by one-tenth of a
second, th us enabli ng th eMu lesto ca pture th e
meet by a single point (57-56).
Th e strength s of the men's team lie in the
distance freestyle events and in breaststroke.
The weaknesses' are the freestyle sprints ,
backstroke,* and tlie medley relay. Coach
Bright hopes to see improvement in the upcoming dual meets, but most attention is
being focused oh next month's Now England
Championships, which will feature several
Colby standouts.¦
;
'¦'
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night , the Colby Mules dro p-,

ped their second lieartbrcaker
of the past week , losing to
the Polar bears of Bowdoin
College 43.
7. Tied after two periods ,
the men from Brunswick tal- .,
lied twice within the first ten
minutes of the final period to
put . tlie game . out of reach for
tho Mules. A final Colb y goal
by Dale Hewitt with- 33 seconds loft closed the mar gin ,
' .™i it was top little , too late.
•; % The Mules are now 8-7
gA' Division II with five
•; . ,. ' .
.* / ' v • '; remainin g. ,/* . ; '
"
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Dire SiiMiis
By SAM WEISER
Disaster. This single word best summarizes
the Colby basketball season. The early expectations of post-season play have been
replaced by a wait 'til next year approach.
The 79-80 schedule has been marred by injuries, academic, and disciplinary problems.
Of the five players who started in the opening
game of the season, only three remain.
The first player to depart was standout
forward Mike McGee. His. departure, due to
academic reasons, left a scoring void in the
Mule offense. Next was co-captain Mark
Lake. After an early-January scoring slump,
Lake had come on to take charge of the Mule
offense. Then, in a game against USM, the
captain broke a bone in his hand which will
keep him on the sidelines for the remainder of
the year. The seasonal record now stands at 611 with seven games remaining. To/recap the
campaign so far , here is a short sumrnary'On
the different team areas.
OFFENSE: With the loss of McGee, the Mules
had to change their offensive strategy. Dave
Harvey and Paul Belanger were used as
outside threats and Lake was used down low.
The offense depended on balanced scoring
from both' the outside and inside.
The offense went through a transition
period early in January; The three-game
home losing streak (the first time in many
years Colby has lost"3 straight games on their
home flo orj ; early in the_month could be attributed to a confidence problem in their new
offense. 77
With the emergence of Lake as a big scorer,
the Mule offense once again began to click.
However , following his injury* the offens e
sputtered, shooting slumps by Harvey, Zito,
and Belanger hurt the offensive power of the

the overall offensive performance (76 points a
game) has been hot and; cold.: /
. . '. ' -/GradeB' / :^ . * ' //'> •

DEFENSE: The best way to/ describe the
defense is ''sometimes .good, - sometimes
bad." The Mules have had somb disastrous
defensive breakdowns/which has cost them
victories. For example, leading Keene State
at the half, Colby let victory slij) away from
them by allowing Keene 55second half points.
On the flip side of that coin, the Mules have
played excellent on defense at times. Against
and
Bates, the Mules stuffed the' key area
1
forced Bates into taking outside shots.
The big problem with the deferise has been
consistency. The loss Of.Lake and sixth man
Bob Reynolds hurt the defenseiiecauseit took
away the needed height/ Without a big man in
the middle, the Mules hid trouble rebounding.
/ Rebounding has/^beeh;avbig/problem all
season . forvX?o!by.///Harvey is the leading
rebounder (frper game), but he is not very tall

Me n S

Basket b all

and not dominant enough in the middle.
The lack of defense when U counts;
specifically in the second half , has cost the
Mules a handful of games.
'
Grade C
BENCH: Th e bench .has been one of the
bright spots in an otherwise dark season.
Freshman Rick Fuscohas been impressive as
a point guard. His ability to penetrate and his
defense have patched holes in the Colby game
Captain Dave Harvey driving towards the hoop.
Photo,by Whit^Draper
.
plan many times this season. ,
team. N •¦ ; ¦"
Strong offensive performances have been
Old reliables Greg Pomeroy and Jeff
turned in . by other players coming off the
Douglas have done . respectable and their attitude. Despite all the .adversity, this
difficult and leads to struggling seasons.
bench or in place of injured teammates but
sometimes outstanding jobs this season.
team still \ keeps fighting. Coach Whitrriore
There are seven games left in the season
Pomeroy has.been called on to play due to expressed a lack of continuity on -the team
and it appears that the 1979-80 Mules are *
injuries and he has respdrided with ;the play of because rarely did he have, the 8 or 9 players , headed;for,their first losing,season in eleven7^
a seasoned veteran.
he counted on athis disposal,... . .
..77. years. However, no matter what the outcome,
Bibb Patience, moved ,up-from the J.V.
Despite that lack of continuity, the five men this/season will have been a showcase for
squad, has given Colby an inside scoring out on the floor always seem to be giving 100 some of the young and, forgotten talent on the
threat that was desperately needed. - Both he percent, although no matter ; how hard they _ ¦ team* and a -year
remembered for close ' ¦
¦
some
¦
instrumental
in
have
been
,
Pomeroy
and
try it still isn't enough.:,-..
finishes.;., yy.\ -;¦ .- ./'/-m; ; 7f :7 ; : ,y :- 7:7.7, ./;'.
'
of the more recent Colby wins.
it
is
important
to . 7 ;1979-80; was not the year-Coach Whitmore 7
To have a winning season,
Grade B plus
have a nucleus of five players who can wojck and his team expected ; instead of a chamMISCELLANEOUS: There is always together. The Mules, though, have only had a pionship club, the Mules were forced to begin'
something about a steam that ' can't be couple of games in a row where the same.fiye ; a rebuilding stage, amidst a long line of undescribed. With this team it is apparent in people have started. This makes teamwork; fortunate arid unforeseeable circumstances?.
Ellen crashing, the boards this season, the ¦:
load of rebounding, which iri years past has
• Women's B-Ball
been on Chapin 's shoulders, is now removed,,
from the senior . forward. - With both of/the/
DEFENSE *. Defense is Gene DeLorenzo's women in the line-up, the combination will ;
:style and the. play of his team ,conveys ,this pull down at least 25 per cqntest, more than
approach, Ranked fourth in the East defen- ¦ the ; women would.average a year ago. The .
sively after the Clark game, the women have .first half against Clark .was the only timeii
given up close to fifty points per contest, down when the women weren't on- top ' of (' theirj '
nine from a year ago..: The women's com- rebounding game and it hurt; the girls were fo ,
petition has not demanded much from them lose
game of the(season.,-.,// 7 ; / ;
their, first
¦¦ Grade
defensively, yet they have done well with the ¦'/ ¦' ;;/ ,
A minus . .• „,, ' ./' //v ' , '
talents they possess. Tupper is a dominating BENCH : Marty Oriscoll has performed very
force in the middle and can only get better. In well off the bench and can be adequately i
the. ' "game vs. USM (first one) , the women described as DeLorenzo's sixth player. She is;
were on the long end of a 32-24 score with 13 within the top ten in the state in field-goal
minutes remaining in the contest, the club
and is averaging almost eight
went man-to-rnah in a full court press and • percentage
; There is very; little raw
points
per
game.
outscored USM 23-8 over that span and came talent ambng those
oh the bench,/but thei
'
1
out, on, top 47-40. The best tests ; will come ' diligence and attitude/of
these womciri IiiasV^
against the top clubs late in the campaign, ;
'
been
admirable.
Ah
injury
or
seasonal fatigue {\
¦
:¦£. " - '/" ';' . ' Grado B 7: .
..77.
i
at
year
prove;
s
end
would
costly.
A
good^
'
'
REBOUNDING: Fronfa year ago, this is the group, but few/ could ; replace any of the
%
big difference. list year 's.9-12 club averaged :• startlrijgfive.^,:.,;/ //^:' ,;, ;;';./ }7 '
.\%\
close to 23 rebounds per game, while this ': ' v ¦// '" ' 7 7 GraAeBmnwa 7 77.M'7:V7 '/ /-/ .. r 77
.
year 's squad pulls down 43 per game, With ; •/The
playing
' .'7'. ' .' ' "'/ - -i v vI V r: ' ,'';?;1;' ¦ "' Y'7r'- V-.' ', '>, ' „ , '¦, ¦> '¦, ' / ".m
squaa
ls;uhdouhta
the best fij ¦': 777v ':i M
,Wyi
B'l" Ellen Tupper at the top of the rebounding / women 's basketball' Colby!
has
witnessed
more
/*
:relaxed ganie; - The/women will be
statistics for each /game, the Mules/can slncp the sporVa inception at the college*;Yet;//
the MAIAW tourney again at season's
guarantee themselves at i least 15 rebounds . .:the women can still perform botterithan they 1 ;j hosting
;
end
and
unlike last year , wbuld llke to reach
.
from the Portland native per contest ; ; Ellen ;¦/' have, There are still a few kinks iri the system
vs, UMO ; Last year's other finalist,'
the
finals
'
$
averages 14* per/ game,/and/IsTcurrently; and Itv SCems; as though ; there is ' some/ji USM,
already boon defeated by the Mules
has
»/; / irahked seebnd In the Btate/Teamrhate Naiicy .hesitation on the jMrt ;bfrsevoral^players ,at$!
7thf ured(f oyi> iain;^
•
twice
tHIS'Seasbni
The women 'aro a veryg ood
,
per
arid
'
outing
is pulling down about li
7.7 : 7ito :nuf cti) >qc)< W\^^^(^f ,^%M ^ iphapin
xlubj
.
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This about sums it up. Athletic Director Dick McGee and Coach Whitmore after the
Bowdoindefeat. 7
Photo, by Whit Draper

Pine lii A Row
, By JONATHAN GREENSPAN
After a (M start against the best women's
hockey, has; to , offer (University of New
Hampshire; Providence College and Northeastern University — one, two and three
respectively ) , the women have regrouped and
are currently riding the crest of a nine game
winning streak. Unfortunately for the women,
the schedule maker placed them behind the
eight-ball early in the season and forced them
(Q to produce before they had barely laced their
skates up. Inexperience, a lack of selfconfidence, and an identity problem all were
manifested in this early season losing streak.
Although the women have recaptured the
poise of teams past, they still must prove
themselves against the top opposition which
humiliated them earlier in the campaign.

-•

OFFENSE: After a horrendous start, the
women over the last nine games have once
again given some respectability to their attack. Having scored but two goals in their first
four contests, ttie women over the past nine
have netted 45, an average of nearly five per
game. Yet, despite the num b ers , this statistic
¦' is'' 's;omewha't' ',.deceivin 'g. , ;~ ;^;- 'p f' these goals
carrie in two games vsi a relatively weak UMO
squad, Thus if one were to-take these goals
away, the women have scored but 23 goals in
seven of their nine victories and excluding the
Q UMO triumphs, have netted 25 over' eleven
contests for an average of juk over two/per

¦;;
• ' garrie/M: ¦'/•:,-7./ - /' ' ¦> ./ ' • 7777 y 7y t / ' ,// ;

W hat are t h e problems ? First and f or emost ,
the club's to p t hree scorers f rom a year ago

were lost due to graduation ; a loss of 62 goals
and 109 total points. The trio of Johnson,
., -' Smith and Doherty constituted 66 percent of
th e team's tota l off ensive out put last sea son , a
tremen d ous ' deficit to make iipi . In contrast,
: players . return ing , f rom last year 's club only
contributed 29 goals to that 15-4*^1 squad and
only Karen Cowlcs with 13 goals and ten
assists added, significantly to the offensei
Thus , Coach Ewell has - had- to 'reconstruct
what onco was^a very potent attack, both on
tho Ice and in the minds of his players; They
qj have had to overcome their dependency oil
Lee Joh nson and reali ze that women 's hoc key
¦n ' has entered a now era at Colby, one that doehot have Ms. Johnson on the club to score
¦¦ ' . , almOStatWill/ ,;,/ ,m.-; '- ¦;/,:; ' , t;. :
77 , , - ? ,;- . '
;' '
ito
psychological
deviate
this
In
an
effort
/
dependency and. to got some scoring ipunch
a 1;,¦ j from his forwards/CoaclvEwellJins ju gftlpd
SB ¦? his llrtd>ombin&tl6risthMfaghoufithe season;

the key to his most recent success was the
move of defenseman Jeffra Becknell to a
forward position. Since this change, the
women are undefeated and have added much
needed balance to the offense, sorriething nonexistent in years past. Although the bulk of
the; "scoring comes from the lethal combination of Cowles-Coe-Churchill, both the
second and third lines have contributed
significantly to the attack. A nice surprise for
the club has been the play of Theresa Lynch
who is currently third on the club in scoring
with six goals and two assists.
A second chance against both Northeastern
University and UNH this week will provide
the women with an opportunity to test put
their offense against some stiffer opposition.
True, there is more, balance than in seasons
past, but inexperience ( two seniors ) , several
squeakers against weaker opposition, and of
course the poor showings against the strong
clubs bring down the club's grade offensively.
Grade B minus ' DEFENSE: Defense is probably the team's
strong point and four straight shutouts over
the past two weeks amply demonstrates this
team strength . Of the backliners, senior Pam
Woods is. by far the standout; teamed with
Leah Maher, the pair make up the first set Of
Mule defensemen. Leah, originally a forward,
was forced to move back when Coach Ewell
decided to move Becknell to the forward slot
in an effort to aid a nori-existerit offense at the
beginning of the season. Although Leah does
not possess the skating ability of Becknell, her
play has been less than shoddy. In addition,
Leah is learning fast by playing constantly
with someone of Wood's caliber. The pair of
Lauren Watson and Cindy Milton make up
EweU's second set of backliners and freshman Watson 's play too has stood out, A rangy
defenseman , Lauren utilizes her reach effectively and moves the puck extremely well.
After allowing 20; goals in their first four

games, the women have given up but 8 in their
last nine outings.
Grade A minus ;
GOALTENDING: Between the pipes, the
women possess one of the finest net-minders
playing women's hockey today, Stephanie
Vrattos! Steph, a three year veteran, has the '
ability to play with anyone, yet at times grows:
lax in the nets. This lack of mental concentration has at times made life tough for
Coach Ewell, but she now seems to be over it.
She is very good with her stick and has been
excellent with her rebounds. Four shutouts in
her last four outings has dropped Vrattos'
seasonal average to below two. Illness kept
the premiere net-minder from gaining top
form early in the year; excluding the New
Hampshire blow-out, she has given up but 19

/" DA RR ELL 'S

Women 's

Hocke y

goals in 12 contests. Just starting to come into
her own.
Grade A minus
POWER PLAYS: All year long, the women
have been disappointed by their ineptitude
when skating with a man advantage. Until the
Harvard contest four games ago, the women
had netted but two power play goals. In the
contest vs. the women from Cambridge, the
Mules equalled their seasonal output. The
club possesses the potential to form a very
potent power play with Woods and Becknell on
the points and the Cowles-Coe-Churchill
combination up front , yet the team's inability
to take advantage of the situation has been a
puzzlement. Looks as though it is starting to
perk up some with encouraging efforts this
past weekend vs, UMO and Boston University. . "
¦
Grade C ' y
,.'
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PENALTY KILLING: In contrast to the
power play, th e women have perform ed ver y
well while a woman down. The tandem of

J of iqnri SebastianB 7

.. . .

Woods and Watson pair up on the backhne
while Churchill, Cowles and Coe alternate up
front. Woods has been particularly effective
breaking up opposition rushes while Churchill
has been tenacious with her constant
forechecking.
. Grade A minus
After losing a number of talented athletes
who constituted the foundation of the club a
year ago, Coach Ewell must be pleased with
his club's performance to date. He made the
big change when the team had trouble
scoring, moving Becknell to the offensive, but
the true test still remains as the women's
schedule toughens up towards season's end.
The squad is currently ranked among the top
five and the only way the women will move up
in the rankings is by defeating the
heavy weights currently in front of them.
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Annou ncement s
SnoweInterns

CATEGORY II: Fraternity
April 18: Fraternity rosters due

CATEGORY III: All Campus Draw
.
April 22: Senior Number Draw
April 23: JunionJNumber Draw /
April 24: Sophomore Number Draw :
April 28: Senior Room Selection
April 30: Junior Room Selection
Mayl: Sophomore Room Selection

Two Maine students will be chosen this year
to spend their summer vacations working as
interns in the Washington office of
Congresswoman Olympia J. Snowe (ItMaine).
Applicant must write to Representative
Snowe at 1792 Longworth House Office
Building, Washington D.C. 20515, before
March 15th. With the letter of application
should be a brief autobiographical sketch, a
transcript of college grades, and a sample of
the student's writing. After applications have
been screened, phone interviews will be
conducted between March 15th and April 10th;
and the final decision will be announced on
April 15th.

Also, please note t hat the Room Draw
Committee is willing to; accept re quests f or
interest group housing for 1980-81. Requests
must be ac ad emic in nature an d must ha ve a
faculty sponsor. Intersted groups should see
Dean Seitzinger and be prepared to submit
written proposals to the community by March
10th at the latest.

Health Careers

The Challenge

Meeting ,of stu dents intereste d in h ealt h care
careers Thursday, Feb. 28 at 7 p.m. at Keyes
¦
-• . - Auditorium

In conjunction with The Challenge: Weekend , of Ministry, sponsored by the Colby
Christian Fellowship, Tim Sample, comediansinger will perform at the coffeehouse in the
new dining hall of Roberts Union , Fri. Feb. 15
at 8:30. No admission charge - refreshments
on sale.

See Spam
Each year for 5 weeks of the summer, a
program is offered to students in the U.S. and
Canada to travel and study in Spain.
Plans are already in progress for the 16th
Summer School "Program in Spain 1980.
Students may earn 9 quarter college credits.
All persons interested should write to Dr.
Dorest e, Augustana College, Rock Island, 111.
61201 as soon as possible. Space is very
limited.

Room Draw
The Room Draw Committee has begun
designing th e ro om selection proce dur e f or
1980-81 and felt it would be helpful to inform
stu dents of the var ious dates an d dea dlines
involved. Immediately after spring break,
there will be a more extensive explanation of
the rules for room draw.
Please / note that as in past years, no
pre ference will be given to current or f ormer
off-campus residents. There will be a lottery
number used to order the list. .
Also, in order to participate in number
draw, all students must have paid the $100.00
room deposit to the Business Office by April
4th. -

"New Decade"
Th e Ma ine Associat ion f or the E ducat i on of
the Young Child wishes to announce its annual
conference dates of April 17, 18, and 19
(T hursday evening through Saturday). The
con f erence ent i t led "D irect ion s for a N ew
Deca de" w ill be held at th e Samoset Resort
Inn, Rock port , Maine.
All persons , orga nizat ions , and exhibitors
intersted in presenting displays and-or
workshops should call either: Sara Mironov
at 454-2126 or Gary .Quimby at 585-2251,. or
write: Gary Quimby, P.O. Box 188, E.
' >
Holden. Maine 04429;

CATEGORY 1: Off Campus
March 31: Applications available for Offcampus permission
April ll: Completed off-campus applications
due
April 14:. Off-campus list posted

Unique
Mana gementIntern
MBA Pro gram

Bob Hope
says:
"RedCross
can teachyou
firstaid.
And first aid
can bea
life samf

This outstanding, educational plan involves six months
of classes ; followed by a six- month internship of
paid professional work exp erience; then nine more
months of classwork.
The internship concept ,, which rJortheastern pioneered ,
gives you practical , real-world experience in your own
field of interest. It helps you piay for your education.
And it often leads to important contacts for the future.
.
Classes begin In June and January,
—_———,— .-———.
•--—-- •
For further Information; send to ;
Susan V. Lawler
Coor dinator , Management Intern Program
Gradua te School of Business Adm inistration
Northeastern University
.. 360 Huntington Avenue .'.
Boston, Massachusetts 02115,
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Tonight at 6:00 PM dorm discussions with
EPC members concerning revisions in the
Jan Plan, course load, arid calendar vyill . be
held. Students; , from the';' .Quad i;' :';nieet' ';' '.in
Lovejoy 106; from Dana and Foss:Woodt_iari;
meet in -Dana Lounge ; from Mary Low,Coburn , New Dorms, and Off-campus; meet in
Lovejoy 215; and /from the fraterniti es,
Johnson',; arid Averill,/ meet in "Given
Auditorium. >

; ' ¦¦ M aple Suga^

Maple Sugar Meeting. Mon . the 18th, 7:00
PM, 2nd floor Roberts; Ail those interested in
helping the/Colby Environmental Council
make maple sugar this spring — come join us,
; / m
it's a lot of fun !
' ... . ., ;„,;

Northeast
Environmental Intern Program-Northeast
places qualified students in paid internships
with governmental agencies, non-profit
Den izations, and corporations: ' Summer
listings are available .- in Eustis 205.
Application deadline is March 3rd.

, "No Nukes" '
On February 22-24 the first conference for a
nuclear free futufe will be held on the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Campus, sponsored by the Student Coalition
Against Nukes Nationwide ( SCANNh . Noted
environmental expert and author Dr. ' Barry
Commoner will give the keynote address.
Hundreds of students from throughout the
Eastern seaboard are expected to attend,
The purpose of the conference is to build a
network of student anti-nuclear activists. The
con f erence w il l h ave a num ber of dif feren t
wor k sh ops f ocus ing on pro blems w ith nuc lear
power and applications of alternative energy.
Also workshops will be held to develop and
organize campus anti-nuke groups.

Holtzmaii Interns
There will be several openings in the fall for
college students to work as full:time interns in
Congresswoman
Elizabeth
Holt-man 's*
Brooklyn ' and Washington of fices , The
Brooklyn program emphasizescase work arid
community relations, with some research ,
The Washington program emphasizes issueoriented work , including legislative research
and correspondence. Interns in both offices
are ,also expected to help/with the routine
chores ; necessary for the functioning of
Congressional offices. ' There are no funds
availa ble for a stipend or for defraying iriterns! expenses, Interns make their own;
,
living arrangements.

Students can apply for an internship by
sending a letter; a; resviriie (which should
include the " nam e,: address- and -telephone
number of at least one person who.is familiar
witli the applicant' s work , e.g., a professor" or
work supervisor) and a short writing sample
to - Rodney N. Smith, -Administrative
Assistant, 2238 .Rayburn House ¦ Office
'
Building, Washington, D.C. 20515.
Applications for F a ll semester internships
should be in by June 1st; for combihed
Summer and Fall internships by April 1st; v .-

Volleyball Club

Ihere will be a Women's Volleyball Club
practice in Wadsworth Gym on Saturday,
• February 16th at 10:00 a.m. New members
arewelcome.
.

Summer Sales ,

The Vicks Health Care Company, a Division
of Richardsofi-Merrell Inc., offers to all interested Juniors a tremendous opportunity to
participate in their Summer Sales Program.
.This Summer Sales Program-now in its
4.1st year--has been a most rewarding and
challenging experience for thousands of intelligent , aggressive , and creative individuals
personal
interested , in self, evaluation
¦ ;¦ . arid
¦ ¦ ¦¦
7-7.
growth. . '
. ' ' .' ..' 7¦' ¦ •::.. ' '' '
INTERVIEW DATE*,for/the 1980 Summer
Sales Program-will be Thursday, February
2lst. If you are interested, please contact at
once the Office bf Career Counseling for an
interview time on the 21th.

Angrograph y

Thomas Gallant , M.D M of Mass. General
Hospital . will give a talk on "Internat iona l
Angrogra phy " Thursday Feb; 21 at 7 p.m. in
Ke y es Au ditorium

Crib Notes^—
Lost: Turquoise down jacket, missing from
Dana Lounge during finals. Any information
would be appreciated. Thanks. Call Sueiat
X335. :

Lost: turquiose down jacket, missing from
Dana Lounge during finals. Any information
would be appreciated.
Thanks. Call Sue¦ at
¦
x325. ;
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Advent 2W Speakers , •
Excellent Condition
2-1*'1,* " diffractiorial tweeters
l-8" woffer
;
Can be heard anytime
$125 or. best offer r * '
WOOFER HI-FI
RichSecor
\
873-6273 .
'
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Wanted: A small frame , second-hand ten
speed bike. Call Jane at 873-1692.

A completel y new ' styling salon with mor c/iervHces/
available t o ybu , our fashion concipus clients.
7 ^' 77 .m 7.
/
Gome in and to^
¦ ¦ ' '7fM ;; . / ¦ ;. /'
'. boo and ; experience , ; ; ¦, -; , ' / ,„ ./ •
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EMERGES
¦
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Wante d : a .sntialKramed, second-hand ten
speed bike. Call Jane at 873-1692. . "
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' . );.. ' Students of any. ' majo r. : . ^
y
V /' may partici pate; for an ;/ ; /
J
$3^
^ y , average
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M\ ' irahsrarti ticm; room arid '/://';
// " boar d) per academic yea r/ T/ ' ;
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For Inform atio n contact: v ; l ' ;
Direc tor of Studies Abroad Program
AMLL-Cerman > Murldand Hall ¦ '7< . <;
Uni-yertity- .of New Hampshire 1!;'>¦¦ ;; 7;,
Durha m N, H; Q36i4 7Y:l /• h 7i : v, - >
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collegiate crossword

•; l?*^e^Wfe&

46 Meteorolo gical

ACROSS

abbreviation
1Johnny Cash hit , 47 Br idge authority
"—- the Line "
49 Require
6 Chirring insects
50 Onassis
13 Taking out
51 Like the Kalahari
15 Sudden,violent
52 Fragrant ester
action
54 Words on a dress
16 Lou Grant , for one
.tag
17 High rank or
56 Serf
reputation
57 Foot ornaments
18 Paternal relative
(2 wds.)
19 City room piece
58 Make —— (create
20 Mr. Parseghian
a disturbance)
21 Well-known maga59 Certa i n chores
zine
.
60 Garden gear

Teaching positions at the New Canaan
Country;school in Conecticut^ are available fpr
those , interested , in a ^onevyear;teaching
fellowship. No certificatiori is required. A
great way to try teaching for a year. Find out
more in Lovejoy 110.

Essentials of Business
Administration, a
to
J^gram designed strenghthen the career
potential of women Liberal Arts graduates
will be offered this summer at Chatham
College in Perm. In formation is available in
Lovejoy 110.
. A group of multidisciplinary residential
treatment and . . rehabilitation centers in
suburban Philadelphia offer a program of
traineeships in clinical and counseling
psychology. Training periods last for twelve
months, and you receive on-the-job training.
More information in Lovejoy 110.

© Edward Julius.

The Investor Responsibility Research
Center is offering several internships to
college students this summer.
These
positions involve research and writing on
issues relating to corporate social responsibility. Interns are asked to manage one or
more aspects of major research studies, and
share other related reponsibilities. Find out
more in Lovejoy. 110!
The American-European , Student Service
assists American university students in
finding summer employment in Europe. Thisservice places you in living contact with the
people of foreign countries while you work in a
country that interests you. Get further information in the Career Planning Office,
Lovejoy 110.

The Connecticut Citizen Action Group is
looking for applicants interested in consumer
affairs. It is the leading group in Connecticut,
having been founded by Ralph Nadar , in 1972.
Steve Singer, '79, works there now... hi ghly
recommends it, and has sent information to
the Career Planning Office.
The Solar Energy Research Institu te announces its Summer Intern program for
juniors and seniors in Colorado, The program
involves problems including technical,
^
legal ; and social
economic, environmental,
atjects . of solar energy utilization . More inf6rmation is available from Lovejoy 110.

week : . ¦„ ¦
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Friday Feb. 15-Hannaford Brothers
Friday Feb. 15-Union Mutual Insurance
Monday Feb. 18- Phoenix Mutual Insurance
Wednesday Feb. 20 :K-Mart
Wednesday Feb. 20 t n;e, Tel. movie
Thursday Feb , 21 - Paul Revere Insurance
Don't forget the glide - presentation for
Hannaford Brothers tonight at 7 p.m; in
L#":ejoy 110.
The Chase Manhattan Bank has requested
that students interested in banking send thier
resumes through our office to them, If you are
interested in this prospect, contact Pat
Hickson in the Career Planning Office,
On Friday, February lSthVfrom 8:30 to
4:30, represienta Uvea froni Hannaford
Brothers, a; food wholesaler, and Union
Mutual Insurance will be*ori dampus. Sign up
for interviews in Lovojoy 110.
Fihnhcial Aid applications are ,now , being
distributed in Lovejoy 110 ,for Hhe. JO-fll
academic year. If you Ayish to be cbrisidbred
for Colby financial aid for next year , you must
pick up npplications'bcfonri February 22, 19B0,
:
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WINNER OF 6 ACADEMY AWARDS!

DOCTOR

MODERN
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7"' ' - ^_ GUAGES. In-service WorkshopsMCominuing Edtieaiion
H
^
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, and courses for transfer to other Institutions..
I
" ' _ Y^ _ : : , ¦
Upper level courses for Graduate credit in FRENCH,
I
__>
H' I '
¦
Six
,¦
P-MM-- K GERMAN, ITALIAN, RUSSIAN and SPANISH.
beginning 24 June, 3 credits per course.in¦ . _
_¦ K I
fl weeks
Other courses offer intensive instruction
FRENCH.
¦
I
'7'm^M_^m
: PERMAN 'jTALIAN and SPANISH. Seven weeks 'begin- ¦ ¦
.
>
' __ P^^W ¦
¦
¦
' '^L
' • ning 21 June. J credits per course.
>'
I
¦
Special courses in CHINESE; JAPANESE and RUSM
*k,
J^*
>
' ;v |
,
-; ,^
.
I
^ -K. >i ' SIAN. .Nino, weeks beginning 14 June, 5 credits per course.
' '¦
¦
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¦
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SCHOOLS
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"
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IGRADUATE programs during academic year in FRANCE,
I
1 GERMANY , ITALY, the SOVIET UNION and SPAIN. " ¦
...<> .~ _ w/r- ,
¦77m ,;--:• - .
' U¦:¦; JUNIOR YEAR programs In FLORENCE, PARIS . ¦
¦
MADRID, MAINZ and MOSCOW. The prograqi in the
_ f ^_ j '- * *^
¦
¦
¦
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¦
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SOVIET
UNION
Is
for
one
semester
only.
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LAW - the McGeorge School of Law in
Sacramento offers a summer pre-law
program for juniors interested in law school.
The program includes classwork involving six
transferable undergraduate credits. Find out
more in the Career Planning Office !

The International Center for Photography
offers a variety of volunteer student inInformation on the Environmental Intern ternships. The Center is both a museum and
Programs for the Northeast and for the Lower ah ,educational institution and offers a wide
Great Lakes Region has just arrived. The selection of opportunities for college students.
extensive project listings include jobs in Find out more in Lovejoy 110.
Biology, journalism, historic preservation,
planning, public health, public adminstra tion ,. For more information
on summer jobs,
geography, law, chemistry, economics, directories of summer
library science, resource-management and internship possibilitiesemployers, and files of
, check the Career
many more! For complete information, see Planning Library
in
Lovejoy
no. Oopen until
Kathy in Lovejoy 110.
8:30 p.m. every weekday evening!

SUMMER PROGRAMS

.¦
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ARTS

;
J MASTER

Nn™e
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'Address
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*• ¦

Solution on p age9.

. The Vicks Chemical association has outstanding opportunities in district sales each
summer. This is a fine way to earn a good
salary and to gain invaluable experience. See
the article in today's paper, and don't miss a
program about this opportunity on Thursday,
February 21st.

The Mellon Summer Research Programs in
Psychiatry for undergraduates will provide
six fellowships to outstanding college jun iors
and seniors for research in psychiatry. There
is a stipend. For more information, contact
Kathy in Lovejoy lib.

The City of New York, Office of the Mayor
has nine month urban fellows program for
students interestedvin public management^
law ,... planning, social , services implementation, fiscal .operations and intergovernmental relations. For more information , contact Kathy in Lovejoy 110.
RECRUITERS on Campus this coming

Collegiate CW79-6

Summer Jobs

Publishing - The Radcliffe course in
Publishing Procedures will again be offered
this summer. This is an outstanding program
and placement from the program into
I$:>lishirig jobs is almost guaranteed. The
course covers book publishing as well as
magazine publishing. More information is
available in Lovej oy 110.

14 Matured

15 Show-off of
knowledge
23 Pipsqueak

24 Sea eagle
26 Di sburse
28 Ball player Dent
30 Work wi th a cake
31.Army stores.
32 Aversion
33 Department in D.C.
34 Perfume nozzle
35 W i ndy City
22 Fury
attraction .
24 Ruler in Kuwait
DOWN
36 River to the Seine
25 Crooner Nelson 's
38 Mobs
family
1 Think
40 Events
27 Numero
2 Stuck, in a way
42 Worldwide humanities
28 Certa in payment
3 Adjusted the fromt
organization
29 1/8 of a gallon
.- end
43 Terminates
31 Football player
4 Vocal pfayer
44 One of the paraffins
32 Vernacular
5 Square or grann y 45 Davis and Astaire
36 Goes too far
6 Rega ine d consc iousi-47. 9-to-5 routine
37 Vocalize
ness (
2 wds.)
48 Star or car .
38 Work with corn
7 -Type of coffee
51 Have •
with
39 Remained in effect 8 Hit on the head
(have connections)
40 "Le Coq
"
9 John Henry 's tool 53 Cowboy la"Rue
41 New Mexico 's fl ower 10 Boffo !
55 Pitcher 's statistic.

Work- Overseas - Brochures have just
arrived about the YMCA's Overseas Corps.
Two year, appointments available in Africa ,
Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East.
Ask Katby in Lovejoy 110.
I

11 Attributed

12 Yellow journalists,
at t imes
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To whom it may concern: .

I wish to thank that very nice person who,
realizing the' agonies of an animal when
chained against its will, unleashed my dog
from her post outside Miller Library on
Tuesday afternoon. I realize that Tanya, the
animal, dislikes the leash, but I also realize
that she feels very poorly when she returns
after a 24-48 hour run about Waterville. She is
invariably ill, filthy and unhappy.
I also am unhappy wtien she gets away . I
thank whatever that she has never been hit by
a car or stolen. She has no car sense, One
time, she will be hit. I have done my.best to
keep her happy and well-exercised.' But I do
wish'to say thank you to that kind person who
gave her the opportunity for further exercise
, .
andpossibledeath.
Sincerely,
Adrienne Reynolds

"Us And Them?'
a v "

To the Editor:

On Tuesday night there was held, in the
Robbins Room in Roberts Union, a forum
entitled "Registration and the Draft. ", The
sentiment of the panel was unanimously antidraft , though opinions varied among the
speakers as to why they felt that way.

piDf
' _,- 1/rt
ii06 rtc:.: 2?»iskx«4l.
. _ l-i5Q0 *D ^LA&e±
.
meus
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IQOO Yefe - ^-loo^.^ao ^, ' iTi^c
FREE P &rFSStlCHhL M QUN71N6 WITH "PURCHPiSE
\t&bhi\£K\

Impersonally, along with many of my fellow
students, attended the discussion because I
was not really sure whether I favored or
opposed the draft. I hoped that the discussion
would help to clear up some of my doubts on
the subject. Unfortunately it did not. If
anything it had the effect of raising doubt in
my mind as to whether those who oppose the
¦ L- u
. ^ r ^/O ,
draft are Considering the situation
MOK MCH - r
t EN %' ~ ' - NOZDIC IA
realistically and are really being fair and
CYCLONE wu . 2.GCF ajov*, 4l2g qemmi^ . .. )fi0 «i> ^^.tQcP honest in their arguments. This was due
L-j { ) L
mainly to the vagueness and lack of
f 0 RCet mu... !6^ M-> oi '%«aw^fcivK? ^ credibility of the speakers ' opinions. Their
^
OFF
good sggcnw QFcoj K *
arguments were, in general, poorly founded
mD/Cf
r - LWU&- NORDICB
//
biased. Some of the holes in their
y^ KG.. 8gM455£ zmm ^.M ^mJio i^ noticeably
arguments were pointed out by students who
\-COOt4TRY
spoke up during the question and answer
period following the discussion, and I noticed
a few myself,
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One of the things that particularly bothered
me was the "Us and Them" attitude of many
of
the speakers, "Them" being those, who
**....
smnT r *,... b' &
' > ih0 . ne9
might be ignorant or evil enough to actually
"conMJff iUi& .\.-M&\ ^E/ERUH ^ . favor a draft or to take any orsorton ofissues
in
servative"j)6sition on the issue
I think, both
general.
Such
an
attitude
is,
: LRDi & t > RWCES& r«i,.:ji5ff wow ..j f65- dangerous and unfair; and not really the kind
'
at an institution of
JOH(D^ y gc.. H(T MDvo .^5 of thing we ought to expect
higher learning. One of the panelists,
speaking about the role of women in the draft ,
mentioned an editorial in The National
Review magazine, saying that this editorial
illustrated "what the conservatives are
saying, " It may or it may not do so, and il
probably docs, but the context of her speech
clearly implied that such editorials are nol
worthy of being taken seriously. She said
speaking of the editorial , that "they ", had "n
rc
XKlEr D
whole page of things j ustifying it ,'" but the
K
she did not take the trouble to tell us whai
those "things" were and implied instead tha
/=)wo orvuC-i .
justifiable
, -r
was,. ._not really
such
a position
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Selective Service
Dear Friends : *

We represent a group' of Bates College
students who are concerned about President
Carter's, desire to reinstitute xegistration for
the Selective Service. After a week of intensive discussion characterized by confusion
and disagreement due to the complexity of the
issue, we arrived at a consensus on the
following points:1. Our own greed has made the Persian Gulf
a "vital interest. " Rather than protect this illbegotten "vital interest" by military means ,
we should work to alleviate our dependence
upon foreign oil, thus confronting the root of
the problem. 2. Morality and common sense dictate that
trading the, lives of young Americans , and
others, for a fifty year supply of oil is unconscionable.
3. We oppose registration because we must
put a stop to the increasing militaristic at-'
mosplere that pervades our nation . Implicit
in Congressional approval of the President's
proposal would be public support of his war
threat.
4. War is not the solution Foour problems.
We care about the future of the United
States and believe that the,actions threatened
by the President are not in the best interests
of the American people.
Your ass is on the line; we urge you to
consider this issue. If you agree that the
President proposes not merely a bureaucratic ^
exercise but the first step t'oward a war with *
the Soviets — a war no one can win — then
take action . Make your voices heard. Write to
Congresspersons. Write ', to the President.
Organize I "_ ' A / \;,;/v : ;
_. ¦•¦ . ' •. - , ''
"( In numbers there is strength, At. Bates
200
people gathered in support of peace.)
'

'

•
Sincerely,. •
Rachel-Fine and
Ben Marcus .
All letters must be signed and submitted by>
Monday evening. Names will be withheld
upon request. .Although the Colby ECHO
attempts to publis h as many letters as '-;
p ossible, weTinay print p \\ly a. representative letter if we receive several concerning
one topic of interest.

'
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I read The National Review myself, and I
have, somewhat grudgingly, come to respect
the opinions of the editors of that magazine
because I have found that their arguments
are, with admirable consistency, extremely
well justifie d and based on solid factual
evidence. Unfortunately I cannot say the
same for many of those who spoke Tuesday
night. Their arguments were, in general, not
nearly as well justified, and for that reason
they failed to earn my respect.
It seems to me that if we, as students, are
ever going to be able to form valid opinions
about any issue, including the Draft ,we must
learn to have a proper, unprejudiced respect
for the opinions of those who we might
disagree with, as well as a proper respect for
the principles of fair and honest argument.
And we must demand that same respect from
those who would seek to help us form our
opinions. Only then can we really feel that our
opinions carry any weight.

'

f W

"HAVE WE GOT MUNCHIES
FOR THE MUNCHIES "

,

g'
J,

Hew Dorm
To theEditor :
j It has;recently come to ihy: attentiOm'that
Colby is going to be building a new dormitory
this' year to be used for ;the incoming class of
'84. I would like to know why ; the administration has not informed the students of
this in an open and public manner - if the plans
have been definite; I wOuJd also like to know
why I, was not given the.opportunity as an
interested student, to,be on the committee
'of building will be cbndeciding what
¦'' ' type
¦¦
y
;
•
;
*rtucted
:
v
7:
', •'
Colby is painfully limited in its housing
alternatives; and this' could be a good opportunity for the school to start some, kind of
alternative-to-dormUory living: arrangements
on campus". The current choice of either
living on campus and eating all of your meals
in the dining halls < or living downtown
somewhere seems awfully constricting.
Many other schools have cooperative
dormitories which are successfully run by the
students (and are/actually cheaper to live in
than conventional dorms!). Almost all other
schools allow the students-some option of how
many meals they would like to pay for and eat
in the dining halls. The lack of adequate
cooking facilities in most of; the dorms is
distressing to me. College is supposed ; to
prepare us for pur lives ahead of us, yet we
are forced to be totally dependent of a food
service - how unrealistic! One of the most
beneficial and practical learning experiences
for students at . school could be found in
learning to live and work together in a
community environment.
The often-heard claim that students woiild
create too much garbage is a little hard to
accept. If we cannot be trusted with taking
care of ourselves now, what will haippen upon
our graduation? The school could at least look
into having something a little different from
the tenement hallways of the current dorins.
Although I realize cost is an important factor
in this decision, I do not feel it should be the
only thing considered. After all, the college is
here, supposedly, primarily for the benefit of
the students-isn't it?
^
Furthermore, I beiieve we should hold
President Cotter responsible,for his statement
made last semester that students are the most
important ingredient. ;
Questioningly,
Jonathan Rosenthal

¦
' . • -• ' .

Fore ign Policy
To theEditor :
I saw another TV strip last evening. It 'was
part of the McNeil-Lehrer news presentation
oh Channel 10, weekdays at'?:01) p.m. \
It told' a familiar story. "Of ah inverted
. Vietnam. Of the United States' government
now supporting ,tM,e guerillas and the Soviets
f y propping the Afghanistan government. Of
United States instant-reversals;• of international policy in all; its innocent and
cynical nakedness. I refer to our freeze for
'several years of India and Pakistan. I refer .to
sobering talk of V.*; shipping small arms
through proxy-countries : Pakistan, Iran ,
China. I refer to our sometimes "I hold your
coat and you and him; fight'' policy, This
decoy-policy f its a government without much
commitment at all. 'This fits a government
• •. ¦•' -; which for three or four decades has cynically
propped a Shah on a peacock throne, This
cynical policy nakedly pretends: to he very,
very.^ery different from tha t of Russia,
,.' ;' . I say that both US and USSR foreignptcies
are fundamentalist , aro naked, are cynical ,
;•:¦< •¦• . are characteristically instant-revccsals,l< proxy
poliQles, Both mirrpr one another in
aggressiveness,-' pomposity;'; plutaed irrev spor-j ibillty.plymed g^

¦ : Tribal servility lurks ntthij heart ofliussian
, ¦'¦ international policy ; Tribal servility lurks
77 rloar; : the ;;akin of American-< international
¦; ". ' v-rM'M iM.,:,
7777> 'y n M IL&'.xm&'b &:..*¦*

policy. While differences and distinctions and
demarcation lines,; are to be drawn,
preferences .for US international policy over
Russian are.few, As an American, American
policy is customary. To Russians, Russian
policies are customary. We and they or l and
thou are quarrels for church, ministers,
priests, rabbis' and other evangelists. I
mention church-idiom only to speak and not in
the slightest to criticize
and
¦ church-motions
church-faiths.¦>
:;
It is disparaging or discourteous or unfair to
medieval people, to my own ancestors, (o our
innocent forbears , to history itself to call both
American and Russian; international policies
regj_rdjng ' Afghanistan arid Iran and oilskimming "MEDIEVAL'' since 1941. Use of
the , date 1941 allows us Pearl Harbor, our
official, legal( entry into World War II, and
canned patriotism. 1941 begins the Iran
SHah's- ambitiotis reign startingwhen he was
a brilliant 21. 1941; starts a huge 'increased
demand for; known and knowable petroleum
supplies. England, Russia, Germany, and the
United States vie and struggle, however
decorously, for worldly petroleum supplying.
The facts are mostly as I give them.
Tokens of 'fate fight in Afghanistan. In
Afghanistan the summer temperature may
cljmb to 125 in the shade. May lower to 20
degrees, below zero oh a summery, mountainous day. Summer and winter temperatures are precipitously down, up, high,
low. Afghans know this. Afghans best stay by
their friendly wood stoves. Few Afghans stay
on the steeper slopes winter times. Many,
very many, go refugeeihg to Iran, to
Pakistan, to plains, to what are ' . nonmountainous.
Afghan tribesmen, men and women, fight
pretty much sis for five hundred years , a
thousand years. Since the seventeenth century Afghan men and women have held out
against v Russians, , British, Chinese,
Americans,' Persians, Indians. Afghans have
staying power. Those who have held off most
invaders have' staying , power, Their tribes
pretend to be "Medieval." Afghan tribes'
know friction , looting, fragmentation , local
feuds, parish dialects. Tribes knpw staying
power alongside their hundreds of countries.
Those hundreds are ravines, caves, distant
slopes, ridged, flanges for tribesmen. Men and
women. Afghans will stay and invaders leave.
They have for oyer four thousand years. It is
apt to recur. Afghans might be mistaken.
Might be. Mighty God is with them. The invaders are godless. The invaders are
"atheists." What might be, is, can be, should
be. Invaders are measly invaders. , - ' ' '
Sincerely,
Prof. David Bridgman

Fairness AndJustice
To the Students of Colby:,.
I found Lisa Bailee's article, "Stu dent
Suspended," in the December 6 issue of the
ECHO interesting and relatively accurate,
although vague arid misleading with respect
to some aspects of this incident. As tho
student who was suspended in this incident I
would like to respond. .
It was with some irony that I read the last
paragraph of Ms. Bailee's article; which
began, "After a hearing, the student was
immediately suspended..." I was in fact given
a hearing by Deans Smith, Gillespie, and
Scitzinger, and subsequently suspended.
What the article fails to point out is tha t this
. hearing, which resulted in my suspension,
does not seem to h ave occurre d in accord wi th
'• th ose r igh ts granted t h e students , of Colby
¦ College in tlio "Student Handbook,''
v In the discipline section of the Handbook , en
page ,6y it is stated tliat the college may
?'dismfess .any student whose presence its
officers , believe to be detrimental to tlie ,
general welfare." Based on rthis premise
. alone an d the assum p t ion that my presence
was detrimental to the general welfare of *
Colby; tho deans had the.right to suspend hie
Iinimediately, Ho^ey<?r ( il.iq my feeling, vfrilh
K'l'L?. hM77.ii^-i7v.M ' •* l)t.- if ,y, i s-^J-fc . '. ;. ''

consideration of the rules .- concerning the
Student Judiciary 's function in matters of
discipline, that the deans' decision to suspend
me may have been made in opposition to the
policies stated in the Handbook. On page 69 of
the Student Handbook , in the "Rights of the
Defendants" section, it is stated that "all
students charged with a misconduct are
entitled to a hearing before the Student Board
on nonacademie charges..." Furthermore, on
page 67, in the "Procedure" section, it is
stated that "...the Student Board shall solely
possess the right of original jurisdiction inariy
inciden* calling for possible disciplinary
action of any college undergraduates. This
right, of original jurisdiction may be waived
by consultation between tlie Chief Justice of
the Judiciary and the Dean of Students." To
my knowledge no such consultation ever
occurred. I was not given an opportunity for a
hearing in front of Stu-J and, more importantly, since Stu-J's sole right to original
jurisdiction in such incidents was ignored, it
would seem that the deans, in taking this
matter into their own hands — without Stu-J's
participation — were violating, or, at least,
ignoring those rights granted the students of
Colby in the Student Handbook.
Such a handling of the situation -which
culminated in my suspension suggests one of
two things :1) that I was suspended unjustly,
or, 2) that trie administration of Colby is
justified in having the fascistic powers to at
once tokenly acknowledge certain student
rights and also to arbitrarily ignore those
rights when it is so disposed.
While I regret any actions on my part which
may have contributed to my having been
suspended from Colby it is with serious
concern for my ex-fellow students that 1write
this letter. Let my case serve as a warning
that if you should be so unfortunate as to find
yourself subject to disciplinary action at
Colby you will not necessarily be treated with
fairness and justice.

sorry that everything turned out as it did , for
we cannot hope to force individuals to act as
they necessarily should. There was an error
on our part by placing the young man in such
circumstances; we recognize this "fault,
regret the act, and seek reconciliation from
me community.
Punitive actions have been taken by both
Colby authorities, and personnel from our
fraternity 's national organization. Both
sentences are probationary in nature and
require periodic reports from the fraternity.
Additionally, we have formed a committee
within' the fraternity's infrastructure to
examine, reevaluate, and make recommendations to our pledge training processes:
Finally, we are planning on doing a substantial work project to benefit the Waterville
community within the next two months;
May I say that we are genuinely disturbed
by what has happened in the past month , and .
as a fraternity, will be trying to amend any
differences which have arisen within the
surrounding township as a result of our
pledge's activities. We are human beings, and
will hopefully learn from our past mistakes.
This particular case is one which I am sure
will have a lasting impression on the
fraternity and its members. All we ask is a
chance to redeem ourselves, and to be viewed
with open minds. The road to redemption is a
long one. However, attempts at such are
useless if they are viewed through prejudiced
eyes. Please, for the benefit of all , give us the
chance to show our recognition of fault, and to
demonstrate these changed attitudes.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael Childers, President

Reputation ?
To the Edi t or:

Colby has gained greatly in prestige in the
last few years. We are constantly told that we
Sincerely,
are almost on a par with Williams and
Glenn Berkwitt
Amherst. The administration is obviously
No. Anson ,Me.
», ' . ' '
pleased, judging from their attempts to better
" '¦
' ¦ ¦ "¦ '
the
school's' image. This esteem, however, is
:f
.
earned at the cost of putting the students first.
Increased distribution requirements in many
departments (Economics, for example) and
the abolition of the pass-fail option for these
To theEditor:
obliga tory courses illustrates the point. The
present task force is moving in the right
During the month of January, a Colby direction by questioning students directly and
student and pledge at our fraternity, was I hope the suggestions are heeded. Regard for
involved in an incident with the local police. image is exemplified by the prohibition of
The SENTINAL reported the event on parties
on Inaugural Weekend, thus creating
January 17, 1980 , albeit incorrectly , It isv my an artificial atmosphere. Recently, two
intent here to report the correct sequence of sophomore girls went to see Cotter in regard
events.
to their eviction with a week's notice from
They had moved there in an exRumials.
the
individual
On the night of the incident,
change
with
two previous residents, expecting
,
was
left
fraternity
a
pledge
at
our
,
charged
to
spend
the
second semester there as they
on the road west of' the Colby campus which
had
received
an O.K. from Seitzinger. Upon
runs into the town of Oakland. He was left
hearing
their
complaint, the president
morning.
at
an
early
hour
of
the
there alone ,
Apparently, the individual started walking dismissed them saying the school faces more
down the road in the wrong direction. After serious problems. The administration must
continuing on the road for a while, the in- remember that the most important part of a
dividual happened upon a car in a driveway, college is the students who attend It, and not
at which point he, on his own free will and the institution as current policy seems to
initiative , entered the unlocked, unattended, indicate.
car. He preceded to put the car, which had the
keys in it, into neutral, and roll it out of the Sincerely,
driveway into the main street. At this time, Matt Lewis
the individual in question realized what
exactly he was doing, and promptly got out of
theautoniobile.

ZeteMakes Amends

The police were notified by the owner of the
car, and preceded to the vacinity, where they
apprehended the individual. He. was charged
with unauthorized use of a motor vehicle, and
stood trial for his actions.

Correction

In our December 6th issue, the ECHO ran a
stbry entitled "Alcohol at Colby,"in which we
referred to the death of David Quill, a freshman who was killed in a car accident on
November 16th. The article stated "he (Quill)
At this time, I would like the community to was drunk while driving."
know tha t the individual' s actions were hi s,
Although there is evidence that Quill had
and his alone . The fraternity had in no way been
drinking at some point prior to the acrequ i re d hi m to act in such a manner , and had cident,
we were clearly yppng in stat i n g t hat
specifically warned all of its pledges against he was drunk.
He drove 180 miles from Colby
taking actions which did not comply to the
before
he
was
killed, and there was an unlaws of our communi ty. Unfortunately, the
marke
d
o
b
struct
ion in t he road at t he site of
individual acted contrary to these recomtlie
accident.
During
the previous week, there
,
perhaps
a
men dat i ons
result of being placed *
in an extraneous circumstance. For this last was anoth er serious accident in tho same
pplnt , the fra ternityv has to accept full spot , We sincerely apologize for our error.
responsibility. Wp.Tjjs/.a fraternity, nre, very
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Tonight 's The Night

¦
-~ ¦ • ¦
r 'y y y y ^7 ry ,y. " O . "• -"¦?. •
Tonight , in what could be an historic opportunity for Colby, the report of the Subcommittee on
Course Load and J an Plan of the Educational Policy Committee islbeing presented to the college community for its discussion and consideration ;. When / student participation and
responsibility in the running of the collegeis so often called for , this is a ma jor chance for Colby
to show that it can work together when issues are
openly
: and freely. The chance must
¦ -.,- debated
' jiotbe missed. .
. M M vMi : : ' " : ' '~ 77y :- -ry
^
The thrust -of the Subcommittee 's report is that the Overall structure of a Colby education
should be kept but thai there is room for adjustmen t of particular areas within the genera l
framework. Thus it suggests that the current requ irement of 105 basic credits plus 15 flexible
credit s should be kept. Tonight' s meeting will give indi vid uals th e cha nce to decide if t hey
support or disagree with such a contention , and why. But a real chance is offered in-Recommiendation C; for people
to alter what they think is unfair about
of parti cular
¦ the requirements
;¦: .' -, '
' courses ^v - ; 777;. I; ;* • .- ¦' " < ' '
- ' ' - ¦"„ ' w ' - ..
v .
Recommendation C suggests that departments be "encouraged" to re-evaluate the credits
offered for courses. Students should seriously examine the significance of such a recommendation on their lives at Colby. A possible interpret ation of this recommendation might be,
for instance , that if there is a course required for a major which, though an academic backbreaker , is only offered for three credits , they can, under this proposal , get together with their
professors, discuss the nature and needs of the course, and work out a new credit system. On
the other ha nd , the recommendation might not open such a wide gap for cooperation. But , it is
.certainly for students to help decide.
The Recommendations 'of the Subcommittee offer students , faculty, and administrators the
chance to get together and work out the heeds and demand s of af rigorous liberal arts educa tion,
Everyone who is a part of, or wishes for , a real college community should not let pass what is a
unique and valuable opportunity.
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campus as a result of various problems
related 'to social; behavior and the need 'for equality among the sexes. Bowdoin. on the
other hand , developed co-ed fraternities in
response :,io the demand to open up the opportunity for students to become involved on ¦
an equal basis in a ti^t , responsible , living ' ' "¦.
unit.' Other schools haye abolished fraternities •:
altogether .- opening the doors of the houses to
diversified groups, ¦ - ;¦;¦ ' : :;
;'. • • As it stands ,: the fraternit y system is •
detrimental to the growth and prosperity of ¦
the 'Colby communit y; Irihferent in' the system '
is^the inferior Vsta tU-^bf ^ females , who are :
viewed as friv61ous v commbdities ;/As long as .
this system dominates C61by r s so galled •..-"
" alternative liVuig. " social atmosp here ; and ':; . .

There 's been a lot of ta lk at Colby about alienation — the " we-they " situation that exists
"• ., '.,. '
by Whit Symmes and Dave Silk
between the student body and the administration .
;•¦ malerfemale ; roles ^/the male dominant .atbe
¦ ' — this familiar expressi on titude , with all its ajb ^
John Gardner , Founder and past Chairperson of Common Cause , citizens ' lobby, once said:
"Th
e
house"
perpetuated ;
"All„.may~be rendered impoten t if the information crucial to their functioning is withheld , •' . describes more than a place ; it embodies the on this campus, a. well as reflected by some * .
¦
Thus does secrecy perpe tuate the abuses of power , diminish the responsiveness of government ,
feeling that many brothers derive from : •;¦ of our graduates . :> ' : 7:7 :y. 7 ' ! y *7y 7M 7.: ' : 1.,
and thwart citizen participati on."
fra ternal living, It is a feeling of intimacy, an / The content ion, here; is / that ,tlie;! houses •
The secrecy that Gardner refers to is ram pant . in Colby 's administration. Not only do
students have little say in many of the . decisionsi that affect iu, but information concernin g ' intimacy that is possible because the fra t ^ should be tiirned ;oyer to the-ge^
house offers each member a home on campus body." Kitchensi /cc^ld^easil^
those decisions is not offered us, and in some cases is denied us. We real ize, of course , that
—¦
more of. a home tha n a dorm can offer . .offer ' the ictiance for students to prepare their
with
the
lack
of
availability
some information must remain "classified ," but we are concerned
atThere ISto 1 ' grea ter familiarity .; feeling; of ;;'6\vh;Vmeals^ar id; creat ^
of general information , We can 't be expected to follow guidelines if we have no part¦ in defining
•
,
m-v.v ;" ,.;- ^ .:f — 7 community; ; sjhared understandin gs^an ease/; Smosphere ; which;^
•
themand if we don'tknow wha t they are .
be
/cptjild
ojrle^t^cl
The^ripuses
iT^nitorl
fes,
toward
Why was Glenn Berkwitt suspended without a Stu-J trial? Why don't we know more about the (land relaxatio n of life style which comes|r6rh ;
" yd\i' '•atademic ^ ; socfali, br ^^ia^interest groups ;: <
,
place
and
thoSc
tenure process? Why was Security Head Jeff Gordon fired , and why is - 'no comment" the of- la close awareness ofybur
.; share it with ; '- • . , ' ¦; ' " ,'' ' '¦'¦"' '" , • "' 7.7 - . ' ' ¦;' "il ' M ^'i ' ; all . jwssil ^
. ficial comment on his dismissal?
When decisions are made in secrecy, how can those in power be held accountable to standards and princi ples worthy of an educati onal institution? Witho ut openness, the ad- .
ministration runs too great a risk of fosterin g irr esponsibilit y.
6
Decisions made at Colby are our business. Students are often dismissed as the "transient" ,";
'
college
would
cease
to
exist
We
are
the
backbone
of
elements of Colby, but without us, the
partici pate in , any decisions: that
concern the
have
Colby , and we
¦ a right
¦ to understand and
' ¦ ' '¦' ¦ • " ; ' ¦' " ' ' ¦ • • ¦. '/ "¦', ' '
' ' " ' ' : ' '' / ' ; ' ^ v : ' ' ;
college/ • ' ¦' • * ' ' ¦ • ' ¦ ' ¦
v:'7 M t 7 y
¦
¦ ¦ , ¦;, ; ¦ ¦ ¦;, ¦ ¦
:
:
. ' - *:¦
• ..:i 7 ; y M. 7- 7 ' ? - .[: : ¦ < ."' . , -.1 " •; ' .-. y .7y . ^^y^
- -^7^7'7:\!i. / ^ ^: ^ 7 7: l - : ¦
. 1 . ,;.
With genuine student involvement , Colby can be great. .

; . ;: >:..^8^it'v8ta
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the nonexistence of black political rights the
chance of changing those laws is similarly
nonexistent. Where working conditions can be
changed, modifications affect such a small
minority of blacks that any gains are
swallowed up by the unchanging oppression of
non-whites in South Africa.
At this point the weU-meaningness of both v
the advisory committee and the Board of
Trustees is in serious doubt. Realizing that the
...And They Bought More Stock Last Month Trustees
will have the ultimate say on Colby's
investment and divestment, I question their
objectivity for the simple reason that a
number of them are affiliated with corporations operating in South Africa. One
: '. by Gar y Smith
problems of apartheid were anchored solely needn't be clairvoyant to see where their
their plea for immediate* divestment. In four
Trustees
declared
in
racial discrimination the Principles might priorities lie. Moreover, their lack of sincerity
curt sentences, the
Allison's and Jeremy's position "unac- have some minimal effect. Apartheid is not so and committment was bluntly displayed last
simple, however. It ensures the oppression of month by the addition of eight new corcejptable" (so much for student input). The
blacks through a system of laws which con- porations to the Colby stock portfolio. Three of
obvious question: did they make the best
struct insurmountable .econpmic_ and ^ditical these operate in South Africa, none of which
decision?
At the foundation of the "Aggressive
barriers to racial equality; these barriers are have signed the Sullivan Principles; none
not addressed by the Sullivan Principles. show signs of being a positive force for social
Shareholder Policy" are the Sullivan Principles.la set of guidelines which are professed - Furthermore^ the Majority Report makes change. In fact, quite the opposite is true.
to regulate working conditions and thereby clear that at present there is no effective While claiming to be fully aware of the South
African situation, the Trustees authorized the
take the first stepI toward weakening the means to monitor corporate compliance with purchase
of these securities in a decision
stranglehold of apartheid. In actuality, the ¦; these half-heartedattempts at progress.
which
obviously
betrays any moral stance of
Sullivan Principles are a sham. As Elizabeth
-tchmidt wrote I in ; her astute analysis
published by the Institutef or Policy Studies, a
Washington, - D.C. "think tank," "For
businessmen and public officials '- [and I
would add investors such as Colbyj under fire,
the Sullivan Principles are the perfect out.
They look good arid do nothing." If the

Accomplices To Apartheid

Undoubtedly, the issue of Colby's relation to
South Africa has slipped into the; dark ;
recesses of the Colby mind:- Shortly before '
vacation, the.ECHO mentioned two reports
issued by I the Advisory Committee: oh
~ Investment Responsibility : the Majority and
^ Minority Repiorts. The Majority Reptort, after
a brief explanation of the South African
situation, defined , the investment strategy
options and made a number of recommendations. Among these was the advice that
the Investment Committee of the Board of
Trustees adopt the; "Agressive Shareholder
Policy," advice which tiie Trustees accepted
' .'/ ' .
with few reservations. ; Invstriking contrast, the Minority Report ,*
issued^ by Allison Jones and Jeremy Beale,
had harshi words for the Majority Report butultimately a deaf ear was turned to both their
thirteen-page explanation of the situation and

" ..¦ ' .- . 'What is the most valuable thing j
I could imagine myself doing if someone

' ¦.. AND H0W THt1^?0rXr '
^. Oil* WftSfUpK * ^ SpM-fH AW CA r-

gave me enou#i money to spend a year
'
abroad?' "
by Peter Harris
\
.m Every spring the article appears in the
^ECHO: two students win Watson Fellowships
for $7,0*00. They will be going to Australia or
France or Malaysia.* For many Colby students
that's the last they think of Watson
Fellowships until the following spring. If you
are one of those students, you may be making
a mistake.; Watson Fellowships aire the most
available, freewheeling fellowships available
to college seniors in this country. To apply all
that's needed is an interest that you could
pursue abroad and a willingness to write a 2-5
page plan describing where you want to go
and what you want to ' do. The only set
restriction is that your plan not include formal
coursework. It could involve anything else —
from retracing; Melville'svoyages through the
South Seas, to collecting folk tales in

ttHM+nt L if r m--W

academic fellowships and have relatively
little to do with gradepoints. Other people
have other reasons not to apply , seemingly
good ones; for example, "I'm going straight
to graduate school," or "I'm joining the
family business," or "My interests are
American, not foreign. " Fortunat ely not
everyone reasons this way, If we all did, there
wouldn't be a Watson Foundation,

American corporations , while supporting
the white regime both financially and
technologically , provide few jobs for the black
majority. In fact , less than one percent of the
employable blacks could hope to benefit from
the Sullivan Principles.
The recommendations of the Majority
Report were vague , often verging on vacuous
and in some cases clearly not thought out.
Like the Sullivan Principles, the recommendations , knowingly or not , are aimed at
effecting minor cosmetic changes while
leaving the fundamental system of apartheid
- intact. This largely reflects the naivete that
Colby , can be a positive force in abolishing
apartheid through our shareholder votes.
Unfortunately, labor practices are generally
governed by South African law and in face of

. Why Not A Wats on ?
Rumania, to studying snails on the Scottish

coast or jazz as it is played in Europe.
Every year Colby is allowed to nominate
four seniors for Watsons. There has been an
average of two winners a year. The odds of
. w inning a Watson are far and away the best
for any ; fellowship open to college seniors.
Being unwilling to even consider applying for
a Watson is a little like hearing there is gold
burled in your backyard and letting your
neighbor, Mr. Wesleyan, dig it up. Yet this
year , th at's what Colby students have done.
Only nine seniors applied for the four
nominations. Contrast that with 78 applicants
flit. Wesleyan and you will see why there is
reason to wonder whether Colby students
are turning
really stop to consider ;what they
7' m\- ,: ' .:.; ,> ' .' ¦", - •;'. m ' -V " ' ¦ - ¦; ' ¦;¦ '¦
down ,. ^
I was once a student at a college where
Watson Fellowships;were offered. I did not
apply,* so I am (amiliar with some of the
, ¦' *, million reasonsnot to apply;!said;to myself ,'
j il'Watsonls?they 're ndt^ -jm . bjf '^dds

are lousy." I was wrong/ Watsons's are not
The best way to begin thinking about a
Watson is to ask yourself this question; "What
is the most valuable thing I could imagine
myself doing if someone gave me enough
money to spend a year abroad?'' I know that
asking this question can be a little scary. But
even scarier/ really; aro tlie implica tions of
riot being willing to ask it at all. Remember
the fellow from Georgia who demonstrated in
1976 what can happen if you ask the simple
quest ion "Why not the best?"
Colby has had, all kinds of winners ; in
;• science,.government,- : tho arts. And they have
not a,ll been conventional achievers. One
stu dent , f or exam ple, was holdirigdowna spot
'< ¦ in the bottom ten of his class -r an unlikely
can di date f or gra duat ion , let alone a
, fellowship; ; He decided to ,spend his junioryear Jan Plan exploring a Delaware prison.
He spent eight,hours every day \x\ prison and
thdn came hbme each
wasnight to write two
, .thoUaoirVd:firciTtIHed Vi;6i;ds about yhat .lid hwd;
tranj lormatj ^^ He;
I -; (sbdnl^bixp^Jence

.

the college. If indeed, they are innocent and
unaware of these corporate involvements, the
Trustees exhibit an ignorance hardly befitting
their positions as the helmsmen of Colby.
Recently, after action by concerned Dartmouth students, a Dartmouth Trustee was
forced to resign his position in a similar
conflict-of-interest situation. This is certainly
not unthinkable at Colby. Neither is divestment. In the words of the Minority Report, "It
[divestment] is a purely moral statement, but
we have the power to perform ho practical
one." More than a year after the beginning of
this controversy at Colby, it appears the wool
is still being pulled over the eyes of Colby
students and faculty who, through their
complacency, have become accomplices to
the great injustice of apartheid.

They were gone over a year and, when they returned , Karen went to graduate school in
Alpine botony and Joel was admitted to
Stanford BusinessSchool.
It just so happens that Joel Horn and Karen
Gustafson are returning to Colby this Sunday .
decided he wanted to be a writer, and applied evening, Fegruary 17, to give a slide lecture
for a Wat son to wr ite a. novel in Copenhagen. on their latest adventure. Karen was awarded
They thought he was serious and gave him a a government grant to ex plore the Broo ks
Range in Alaska and to formulate guidelines
Watson.; He wrote a novel.
,
More recently, a Colby student, ranked in on h ow , and how not , to use our last wilderthe middle of his class, was intereste d i n ness. Karen, with Joel as her assistant, s pent
photography and hiking. He spent his junior weeks up.there out of the proverbial sight of
year at Pomona where he took a course in man. The experience was so overwhelming
bota nical photography. He heard about the that they were left temporarily speechless
Watson program and devised a plan to bring when they returned, But Joel took his slides
his various interests together. He would hike and they will be in tho lecture this Sunday ..
through , New Zealand photographing wild night,' February 17, at 8 PM in Given
flowers. This person, Joel Horn ('77 ) , hap- Auditorium. (Their visit is made possible b
y
.
pened to have a friend , Karen Gustafson (also
th e generos ity of th ese or ganizat ions: " Social
7.7 K w h o was Intereste d i n muc h ;t h e same Life,
Cultural Life, Environmental Council,
project..They both; applied for Watsons. He
Studies,)
and
Regional
d
'
won an she^didn't. But Karen sent her
If ybu'rb; interested in seeing living proof of
Watson applicat ion , to the Explorers Club,
who awarded her a grant. Off they went to the value of a Colby education , I urge you to
Now Zealand, where they spent six months go to the Horn-Gustafsbn lecture. You won't
hiking through all the island's h abitats , taking regret it and you might just be inspired to ask
some questions.
¦¦
thousands of photographs. Then thoy went to yourself
77 77. * , *7 7 ' •¦ ;•, -.-. . . ,\ 7 ,
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Nopal , and , the Himalayas, .took, .more
iiilii
^ ¦ ¦w
» *»y_nr_*. ¦;. '
photographs, and then on to th'd'SWcdislvAlp-r1m

Wh*o¦ Has A.il:lnterest/In
In his State Of the Union address, President
Carter proposed reinstatement of registration
for the draft for those people between the ages
of 18 and 26. Since then, this , has been
narrowed down to those between 18 and 20
years old, but with no deferments because of
college :or sex. The President suggested that
such a move resulted from the Russian in-;
vasion of Afghanistan, ; the I. decline;,Iof
America's presence in Iran,;and the need for
the United States to be prepared to send
combat troops to protect its;"vital interests"
in the Persian Gulf against Soviet aggression.
Reinstating the draft, the President stated,
would save tirhe that was essentially needed
in a war with the_ Soviet Union. . " ;
The President's "move was not totally
unanticipated. Last semester, Government

by Jeremy Beale '
Iv . professor Roger Bowen, whb teaches a course
on Political Development iri the Third World
as well as ones on revolutionary movements
and imperialism, heard of. a debate on Oie
issue of the draft that was being organized by
the NATION newspaper , professor Bowen
passed on .the information to the Stti-A. Peter
Fbrman ,.,, who is organizing .the Strider
Lecture - series, has. said . that he called the
NATION-and that they have agreed .to send a
list bf possible speakers, but ; that they have
not yet done so.
According to Peter Forman, r President
Cotter has provided $500 for the specific
purpose of having speakers debate the issue of
the draft. On campus a number of students
have been organizing ¦-fbrtms with both
faculty and students to discuss the issu**-; The

first such forum was held in the Robins Rpom ^
Roberts Union, on T\tesday,;February 12tto.
The issue; lias been, made even more complicated and controversial by the-fact that
both of Carter's Democratic challengers for
the Presidency, and a number of Deihocrats
in the Congress, have questioned both. Carter's assessrnent of America's vital interests;
andl the Way lin which theyl are . most, ap^
prbpriately protected..
7 77 : '7.:; 7:M .
As reiristateirient of registration for the
draft would affect substantial numbers of
Colby students, both Professor , Boweri,and Professor MacKenzie, whb teaches courses in
governmental policy-making processes, were
asked for their assessment of the international situation and the need for a draft.

Mackenzie And Bowen
On War And The Draft
¦¦/ . ff litekenz & e -

.

n itt i n i
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. Roger Bowen, Government Department

Bowen

Professor Bowen viewed the present
situation in terms of the American experience
irr Vietnam: "We had little or no respect for
life in Vietnam, and showed little regard for
•'the rights of many Americans, which were
" violated by the draft." "There was'showrf no
understanding of Vietnamese history,
tradition, politics, culture, or society. It was a
violation of their right to self determination.
50,000, Americans lost their lives, and '
thousands of refugees lost their homes."
Conflict is open-ended, and
neither Russia nor the United

Professor Mackenzie felt that the present
debate was somewhat confused , in that there
is a distinction between the draft and going to
war, and that this distinction is not being
adequately made. Yet he also admits that
"the Cold War was the only period during
which we had the draft during peacetime,"
and that during this time there were outbreaks of fighting.

States have ever been known

for restraint : they are aggrand izing nations known for expropriating the property ; of others.*'

However, Bowen does believe that what the
American people did gain from the Vietnarii :
experience was the 'discovery, that- policy
makers are fallible;; land .Ithat ^American / :
military strength would lose put to resistance .
based on moral grourids^ This is significant as . ;:
war.
,
regards the preserit situation in the Persian
"The draft is the only fair way
for
the
;
riioral
feeling
/7
Gulf; "there is a similar^
j s ^ np ^in
e ra
to
A
is
really
Religion
asI
for
the1
Vietmiri.
Moslems
-.
^ , dray
volunteer
is one in which
important in Afghanistan; Americans cannot - '7 -9
understand;that; However, the Afghanis are- l '
a war is foug ht with rich men's
not as' great in number, they have no'unifiedmoney and poor men's blood"
base, and no ^ charismatic pleader. . The- ll
iis unable'' -7. '-7
Russiaris could do what Am^calwas
to do in Vietnariti;; The ^u^tipnr : is 'tiiaVM:'
enough reason for America to goto war?' ¦; *' • {
Oil Mackenzie, Government Departmenty ; ^ ^ ^ ., / r 1/
m I
Bowen agrees with; MacKenzie ;;ji_ _iat::^t he^/;^;'
The long term reason for reinstating the
in
which
a
war
is
fought
with
rich
men
's
support
for
the
draft
MacKenzie states his
present uproar - over I the Persiari lGul^i-i Y l^
money and poor men'sblood. "Registration is dra f t is, MacKenzie , feels, that "the all lMgely ; electoral:jxri^^
tgj li
in this qualified way. :"I have no problem with
an I'b d' ririinistrative . convenience, the volunteer arrriy is not meeting its manpower sabres for his election,",But healso^l^t^a
;
the draift so long as it's a) necessary, and b)
reqmremenEs." But whether larger armed
Government¦¦'is ¦not
taking
your
freedom
tacit
endorseriient
equitable. Tlie draft is the .only lair way to get
it
is
"al
bfi^
farces are needed at the preserit is "just riot
away."7 ;:7 • , :- •; ; " .' . ' . ' ' .
liiriit./ The Carter I
manpower ina war. A volunteer army is one
clear now." Professor MacKenzie went on to right; to consume^without
iriipprialistic
staterrierit: ,
isi
iri
factah
Doctrine
state that "the evidence suggests that imright
to
sikJiire
access to
that
America
has
the
mediate war would be slowed down by about
people's
other
natu^
¦ ¦
two weeks without registration .- that does
patterns of trade,v^ll ;; 7 ';i/-l .•;.*'.' '¦ :. -77 l y
not seem much bf an ar gument as f ar as' I'm 'past
bel"an;l;
Bowen believes that there should
concerned." ' ' • no American- *. ,^*;
^unwr itten rule that there willbe
'• '^¦Soviet conflictrv Gonfiict is^ b^ri-^endedi larvdl ;} ¦
l neither Russia hor the » :UqitedvStates hayei;M
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